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disciples are come to him, he be, previous hard study ; by long and severe’ his
ging by uttering those sublime passages
mental training that these men so quali- which we call the ‘¢ Beatitudes,” expressfied themselves that,» when the decisive ing the blessedness of the true Christian
moment arrived, they were able to grasp spirit in its various manifestations, Then
he proceeds to describe the true Christian
the suddenly extended honors.
character, He pictures the church in itself
Thus itis seen that a great occasion is and in its relation to the world. In doing
worth to a man, exactly what his antece- this he employs several illustrations
The first of these is our
dents have enabled him to make of it. and similes.
“The eye,” says Carlyle, ‘‘ sees what text. Jesus is calling attention to the
it bringa.the power to see.” In the same saving power of his church. ‘Society
was fall of gross corruptions. The simci 26180, 8 man does what he has the power plicity of the Jewish religion was over:
0.
4 -| loaded with useless ceremony. :-Life even
"Tt is argued by some that the present in Jerusalem had become artificial and
"state of affairs rénders success peculiarly insincere. It was aif age of corruption.
Teacher, with these facts beto win. According to their ideas, The Great
hard
him, seeking” to indicate the prefore
-any man of average ability might’ have serving principle in the midst of this
distingyished himself in the days when the rottenness, pointing to his disciples, the

..rude inhabitants of our fatheriands were
sacrificing $0 Woden and, Thor; but

y

of Halle onge said, in speaking

E. W. Ricker, of New Hampshire, Secre-

tary and Treasurer.
ANNIVERSARY SERMON.

i

fect symbol. ~ Her love for the truth must

desperaté combat, from which “hour his

Did the lawyer, the doctor,the author,and

ance pay

'

quoted accordingly.

" 4uie & city that has treacherously
o enemy ; he supceeds
-‘@éréd’tthe

ev.

aud.

* finaly allows them to' be printéd in ‘an
y+-and-immediately his
~~ obseure’
literiity reputation is established, and his

A’ French artillery officer is sent to recap-

and give
. they or

the

‘Hy évery prominent publisher in London,

- works ate read and

des-

dttend’ him.’ An

#uthor, who Has had ‘his’ éssays rejected

of officers
for the Convention resulted
the choice''of Rev. S. P. Morrell,

oil

men who had received his instruction

rowth of the slave power
in
Amel
the currents of public opinion and
the influences that made public opinion in ghose
days, and he can not_resist the ¢onclision
thatif the" American” church; North#.and-

South, had ‘dene. lier whole il

country had been saved from her

scourge of ‘blood : and ‘fire. . .:...
romise has been the ‘bane of: politids,

Sw ei.

ble

Comlet

itnot be the bane of the church. I§ has
too often been soinithe past. A cemtury
and a half ago, New England orthofloxy
sold itself to liberaligm:
by; what
history

calls, the Halos

Covenant,” .and

every student of
Mstory knows that:this
was the entering wedge which resulted in
the Unitarian revolt. - Will Christian men

Phipe.

| St. | Lawrence

“|

Yo M., J. Ashley:

© St. Josépl's' Valley

XY. M., J. B. Collins:

, Susquehanna Y. M.,J. W. Hills, C, M..

Prescott.

i

/

|.

‘Union Y. M., 1. Day.’

' Union, of Tenn.

Y. M., N. Bailey.

J. Mox-

Vermont ¥. M.; W. L. Noyes,

ley, I, Hyatt, J. Woodman.

an:

informal

ballot was

shines down

upon us, its rays

col-

perience ; the demands of ‘the present al-

most overwhelm us;’ while
of “the

ance.

futute

‘hang in

the

the‘

first, formal ballot was
out an

election,

and

In thi¢hour of coloksal opportuni-

ty, and ‘colossal danger, 16t the’ voiges of
ae past teach us wisdom, If these voices
proclaim one thing more ‘clearly: than an-

it.

star

swer the question

the

as

if it

were

a dying

which

the

old

prophet.

pealed out long ago: O ye that are named.
the House: of Israel, is the spirit of theLord straitened? are these his days?

organiza-

its

warms

for

taken:

an-:

his
the
The

with-

Durgin,

hopes | whose name had been used. without his

bal- | knowledge, withdrew

unsetting

this inefficiency is not the work of the:
Spirit. This decorous frigidity,this ‘‘ tem-

then taken
President

My purpose,
said the speaker, carries me far away from the original occasion of these words, and yet I can not refrain from a passing reference to the won-

an

light. Brethren, I' need not dwell upon
the thought.
Put the condition of our
churches, colored in the most roseate
tints, beside Christ's own words. to, which:
I have referred, and then yourselves: an-

had fallen upon the land, and the picture
of it preceding my text is like one of
Dante’s—if I might so say—for its realism,

denominationof churches, may tig both’
been
hands for future usefulness, by a cothpro- Tbe result of the ballot haying
that
requested
Mills
Bro.
nounced,
mise which seems {(o be present
palicy?
As a people we stand to-day in the Focus. name be not used in connection with
of mighty influences. The light of the office; as did also Bro, Penney. .
ast

by

prophet gives of the long forgotten calami-

Moderator, brethren C. B. Mills, O..B.
never learn that it is always safe to do. Cheney, C. F.. Penney and D..W. .C.
right, and that a man,or a ¢hurchg br a {Durgin being the leading candidates.

ected in the lenses of criticism antl ex-

called

distinctively Christian will be left behind..
They think of that which we know to be

F.

B.

McKenney,F. B. Moulton.

Proceeding to a permanent

Lord, art in the midst of us, and we are
thy name; leave us not,
‘

derfal power of ithe description. which

Va. Asso.,N. C. Brackett.
‘WisconsinY. M.,J, M. Kayser,

tion,

the land , and as a wayfaring man that turneth
aside to tarry for the night.
Why -shouldest: thou be as a man astonished, as’
a mighty man, that can not save? yet thou, O

On the second

ty that evoked

them.

terror, and

withal

A terrible drought

its

tenderness and

pathos. In the common despair all differences of social condition are at an end.
The nobles have sent their little ones to
the waters, and instead of coming back
with childish glee ‘and merry songs, as
they were wont, from thesplace of drawing
of water, they return with their vessels
empty

and their heads bowed.

In the cul-

tivated. Sround the plowmen stand and
gaze in idle despondency upon the chopt
“and cracked

carth; and, away

pasturesgof the wilderness,
by''the

in the

the very mater-

nal instincts of the. dumb
overcome

out

imperious

creatures
law

of

are

,O

friends, this

perate

religion”

lethargy,

which

this. coldness,

moves

no

one, .

no one, thrills no one, is not the

religion symbolized in the Scripture by the

water and the fire.

Btethren, I plead

for

the old pentecostal type of religion—a religion characterized by the eensecration of
enthugiasm—not the'lurid heat of ignorant
fanaticism, but the living glare of an enlightened nature; which flames because
lighted by the inextinguishable blaze of the
Spirit fire.

No evil is more marked among

the Christian churches of this day than
just this spirit of holy fervor.
The world.
has not half the chance to reproach the .

“church with extravagant emotion; that it
ought to have. The church sheuld give
in
the world occasion to reproach its zeal, its

self-

The hind brought forth
formal ballot, President O. B. Cheney, of preservation.
the fleld and forsook its; young because
fervency, its enthusiasm, for:it is just
Moderator,
elected
was
Bates College,
there was no grass. , And; on every, little
this -¢“ spirit of burning” that is to melt
he having, received 44 of the 69 votes | hillock; where a freer air may be,the swift, | the icy coldness of human. hearts, and si'untamable
* wild ‘asses’ stand; Bttatog ‘up

Rey. C. B. Mills received 20 votes, ; i
cast. Rev,
the, tongue of him that speaketh reother
;if
thelivesof our denominational fa- | cast.
es Rain)
otek. *
Pheu
vid
py imbibed his spirit, the insignificant, Or
in the backward ok sou "and seyeral
several other persons one or two
ming,
over in. al .
{4
said, * Ye
church,
future
the
of
nucleus
het
Aor,
son
|"
alniost’
‘century,
‘enforcd’
one]
when
'Well, then, secondly : Jet me ask you
hirst and hunger. Then es
_ thatat the present, criicial epoch,
.vad
of the earth.” I have chosen
are the salt
ef turns it 30100k
y
duhadeiny
Hizey
1rsinia ly frofit' the ‘picture ‘of the oy
is it not this; thatthe. each.
with me for! a‘momient at the conso many are doing, everything and doing as the subject this discourse, The Church more than anotheinr, the
:
"thirsty
nomina,
the
dha
Mills
gag
B..
C,
church,
On motionof
secret of power
ilandWheré no wateris, to'the Foutail of, sideration next snggested by these words:
it 80 well, nathing shart of the most com- the Hope of the Nation.
and blend- [5] 3} $
:
[Continued on fourth pages)
Men have always regarded some ' isti- man side; is and must always Ta YE Tt tion. of Pres, Cheney was, made. unani- Lifey with a wonderful outburst
~ manding talent will obtain recognition.
i
:
only

-

pe

0k

Lo

\

322
8.

8S.

Sabbath

@anununications,

without any claims to credence.
But
when Paul said that since they rejected it

RELIGION vs, EDUCATION.

‘Lesson.—0ct. 21.

God had sent him with it to the Gentiles,
tthe Jews were convulsed with as awful a

(For

AND

NOTES

Questions

BY

see

PROF.

Lesson

J. A. HOWE.

BY J. W.

being that God designed

and symmetry. We place. the physical
first, because it bears the same relation to

The Jews cried out, * Cast off their
ignorant of the three years elapsing be- clothes,” and threw dust into the air, to

tween the conversion of Paul and his reexpress abhorence of Paul.
They threw
turns to Jerusalem.
It has been sald we
their<elothes *¢ into the air,” says Hackshould not have known of Paul’s visit to
ett.
This description
presents: a wild
"Arabia did not one of his epistles disscene to the imagination.
The aim of

« close it to us.

It is evident, however,

reply, that Luke condenses

in

the speeches

he reports, crowding into a few verses inflame the populace. In the impotence
whole columns of speech. ‘Hence, he of their rage they made these demonstra-

: must omit much material. Therefore we
+ can have noreason to speak of his ignorance of Paul's visit to Arabia since he
does not contradict the mention of it. Be-

sides, Luke cares little for the dates of re-

corded events.

He reports Paul

tions.

(2) The chief eaptain, witnessing

this outburst of madness, supposed Paul
was guilty of
morals,

and

scourge

from

as go-, crimes.

‘ing and coming, and leaves few clews
to guide our minds to the season or year

some

fearful outrage

determined,

his

of

therefore,

to

lips a confession

of

Until Paul would name the rea-

sons of this enmity, the crimes that called
it forth,

he

was

to

be

scourged

with

«of bisjourneys.
Jt is difficult, on this account, to make out of the Acts a correct

leathern thongs. Remember that Lysias
could not speak the Hebrew tongue, and
chronological table of Paul's history. so was nol able to understand the remarks
Hence it is in accord with the whole style of Paul to the crowd. His course in asof Luke for him not to have spoken of suming the criminality of his.prisoner dePaul's three years” sojourn in Arabia. Of serves censure. (3)
The resort to torthis tranetof Paul in the temple, Luke, ture to wring confessions from suspected
in his first account of Payls return to criminals has passed away before the civJerusalem, did not make any mention.
ilization of the maxim, that men are to be
(2) In the fourth year after his conver- presumed to be innocent until proved to
sion Paul returned to Jerusalem, i. e., in be guilty.
.the year 89. He came toform acquaint95—28. THE RIGHTS OF A ROMAN.
- ance with Peter, and remained fifteen (1) The soldiers ¢ stretched Paul forth for

days.

Gal. 1:18.

He; would

naturally

«visit the temple at this time, as in former
years. He probably had not yet been
taught

that the rites of the temple,

less that prayers

much

at the temple: were

«cease. (3) Praying in the temple

This

and

is the more

By means of the physical we give a
sion to thought. Through
it, the higher
nature makes itself felt in all its activities.
As tn the child, we first giye
special at-

thongs.”

bare

As the stripes were

back,

the culprit

tention to the proper development of the
body ; the same principle holdy good in
the grown-up child, the man. There is
| wonderful power in tke hands and feet,
they
st be taught their proper func.
tions. Po. eyes and ears are the special
windows of the soul, they ust be kept
clear and unobstructed. The forces which
promote life and health in the body must
be studied. The influence of a dyspeptic,
in all the relations of life, is weakening.
Many a man pines and falters in’ his life
work, submitting patiently, perhaps, to
the ‘dispensation of Providence,” when
his weak
and disordered stomach is
chargeable with the whole.
The weakness anc lassitude of the race,

physically, stand in the way of grand and

© to.a tranee. A trance.is a mental state
“win which the world of sense is lost sight
‘of, and a new world of truth, as in a
Aream, is revealed lo the soul,
While
pprayimg Paol became insensible to earth‘ 1y-things ; his wind, absorbed in the subjectof his prayer, passed up into a sphere

' probably
The

«+ forming and elevating power
~‘and remember

that

<¢ While ‘he . prayed

it is raid

of

Jesus,

the fashion

of his

countenance was altered.”

is often
and

What-

it makes on the physical are legitimate,
When the physical fails to respond, it has
of the blows.
(2) By declaring himself become bankrupt through profligacy and
a Roman citizen, Paul suddenly arrested want of economy. And there ate bankthese ‘proceedings.
The privileges of rapt physical watures on every side. The
Roman citizens included exemption from good they feel called upon to do they'can
ignominious = forms
ef punishment. not accomplish. The trust has been poorly

even

barbarians

was

kept: . The ‘‘house of the soul” has

allowed

find little ability to set things right.

lands

would not venture to do injury to him
who said, ‘“ I am a Roman.”
(4) Lysias
has usually been regarded by commenta-

affects our entire being.

(5) In the

great,

but

it is

A man or wom-

and evenly is a mighty engine for good
or evil. ‘The training of the prize ring is

valuableof itself. ‘Vast power of muscular endurance is 4 trust, involving high
responsibility. Such power and such en-

thought

his

marvelous

conver:

were reported to

be enough to bay them: It was. an exceptional opportunity,
due to the merce-

the family, eivil or military,

rendered

healthly

We

"forget the Chris-

tian duty of keeping the house of the soul
in good repair, and permit premature decay to thwart the noble purpose of living.

1,

Gb
9-4

to

poses of overcoming the’ forces-of error,

sion from hatred to Jesus to faith and de- Rome, perhaps direct purchase, perhaps
i votion to himwould cause the Jews of as ope of the rights to which as manuJ Jermsalem» who knew him to hear his mes- mitted slaves the family was restored,
- sage,
The conversion of violent men citizenship came to the ancestors of Paul.
~ from opposition ‘ to loving loyalty to (5) Lysias did not question the word of
« Christ always .awakens curiosity.
It Paul. That he did not was strange,
for he

of holding the forts of right and truth,
Greece would outshine all other nations
in the couflicts of the world. Physical
strength is to be coveted.

Alas, for the

folly of those who seem

to pride them-

The germof Methodism commenc-

ed shooting forth in England some half a
‘century before we came off from the Baptists, while the. first stone of their, first

MISSION WORK.
CONDUCTED BY REV!G. C. WATERMAN.
HOW IT) IS DONE: ©

|

circumstanc-

weeting-house

‘We'fréquently hear the question asked,
‘How do you use ‘the cards, and how do

you make the .collections afier you get
the subscriptions ? Of course any way

everything

was laid in Bristol of that

supplied

with

cards

enough for their classes, took the subscriptions, take café of the cards, collect

another

church,

after

the

a great advantage from the prestige of
a rolling here, and the plans for work

sent over all ready fitted for use in our
country, with nothing to hinder their
progress from any society separation.
But we bad no such prestige or foreign aid, and we bad to meet the disadvantages naturally
arising
through
our separation from the Calvinists who
were all about us,
3. The
localities where they began.
their work seemed to them much the greater advantage. In coming to this country,
their pioneers of necessity must land in a
city, where of course they commenced operations. Here they could meet the crowds.
As natural, from thus commencing, they
continued to work more in the large places, while gradually extending out into the
country regions. But Randall commenc-

was explained by the pastor, brethren
passed through the house and gave cards
to all who would take them; these were
filled out and pat into the collection boxes at the next. service. Every subscriber
is ‘supplied with suitable euvelopes in
which the amount of his subscription is
placed and the envelope deposited in the:

box on a fixéd Sabbath in each month,
The clerk of the church has charge of
the whole matter, keeping the accounts,
furnishing the envelopes, and looking after the matier geverally. The pastor of
this church says, ¢* The machinery works
much

better than last year.”
In a third case the cards were distributed as in

the last instance, and after

they

ed in a somewhat sparsely settled country

were signed and returned to the pastor, -place, far from any city, and was called
thd subscribers were divided into classes to labor in just such places for the most
and a collector appointed by the pastor of ~his life. Indeed, we have attempted
for each class, whebollects the subscrip- but little in large places till within a few
tions quarterly and makes a report to | years, comparatively. Hence the same dethe pastor.
- - votion to the cause, determination of parEach of theSe methods bas its advan- pose, effectiveness in skill, and sacrificing
tages and probably neither of them would for souls on our part could not possibly

be adapted to every church and community. Methods must vary
< with eircumstances and’ by comparison of methods
we may make

improvements

and

of our

aries, showing the nature

this work and his

is certain

found here and there in our widening out,
or as the history of societies
more extensively knowa. ,

5. Our Anti-slavery views have cost us

char-

also been less favorable to us. We have
never felt at liberty to follow the any-way
method for baptism, but have

con-

the ordinance. Hence they, in many cases, would be able .to gather numbers
wire we could not.
7. Their intense denominationalism
has been in their favor, giving them adhesiveness,

no
It |

effect settleIn

been

science-bound to the precepts and example of Christ and the apostles regarding

Then we have tofind work for
as they grow up, and alas, to

meépts so easily as we .domnow,

has become
;

largely, very largely, in numbers, but not
them. Our respective records here are
before the world.
r
6. Our strict Baptist sentiments have

in it:

that we could not

teaching
to take its place. .

, , .,

The continuance of practical preaching
now for so lon
a period,
g exposes 1s to

opposite

“danger.

False ‘doctrife,

like weeds,is suieto spring up in. the

to “think

superfisially on

taking root in

of Zion, can

the church. . No

ail

to. notice

observer

that a great

deal of crude. theology exists, in a state
of solution, with both the ministry and
the membership.
The departure from

strict orthodoxy is unconscious, and due
not to any alienation from the ovangelical scheme, but to want of a proper consideration of ".the bearings of certain
views on other parts of the scheme. The
enemy has ploughed over the surface
and seems to find it a sterile field; you
need to put in the subsoil plow and
turn up a deeper stratum of trath. This
result can be reached only in great controversies, which hold men to the task
till they get down to the depths of the

subject in hand.

The huge intellectual

struggles along with the church history were of immense advantage, not more
in the new truth brought up from the
ruins, than in the burning of the rubbish
on the surface.—Zion's Herald.
UNEXPLORED REMAINDERS.
The ‘opening lecture of Rev. Joseph
Cook wus upon the * Unexplored Remainders in Conscience.” We give the
closing paragraph as reported in the Bos
ton Advertiser:

Think of the unexplored remainders be’. yond each one of the ascertained scientific
facts concerning conscience. Where is

the seat of that Authority which speaks in

the mysterious
but wholly undeniable
weight of the word ought? Where now
is He who is the Light that lighteth

every man that cometh into the world,and

wus God? There are men who do not per:

heathenism off its hinges and {urnedinto
another channel the dolorous and accursed

ages? To me, too, on humble and struggling paths in the valleys of ‘thought, as

well as to your Dean Stanleds and your
Rothes,

aloft there where the sky-kissed

peaks of research gaze upon the coming

was not aware of the fact, but it has nev-- sun, the sublimest as well as the most orertheless proved
to be such as we. bave ganizing and redemptive truth of exuct

and variety of

find them wives also. What should we
do without Orphanages of both sexes?

—

localities . for building churches under our
particular name. True, Randall for years

labor markets are closed against him;
the missionary has fo contrive means of livelihood, or see the people in too map
y cases
existingin idleness. I, for instance, as you
know, have to superintend and find capital
for
a farm that supports more than ome hundred persons.
our orpbans

2

should not feel at liberty to go into their

“waission-

, I find that without much patience and

accomplished, and

ceive the absolutely unfathomable glory
of Christianity either asa philosophy or as
a life, and who ask vaguely where He is
who spoke once as never mav spake, and
since bas governed the centuries? Where
now is He whose pierced right hand lifted

still our labors ‘fh our sphere may

med in largely on every side by those
somewhat numerous Baptist bodies nearly of our own views, or so near that we

General

Trom the letter of one of their

but ifs work’ has been

the world waited, for a better form of

And

4. They commenced with the world 1literally open before them, with no: people
of similar faith to impede théir course,
while we, from the first, have been hem-

THE

Society

the teachings of the Protestant churches ;

that

theirs.

in regard to the practical working of the
system; as well as their modes of procedure and hope to have
suggestions
freely offeredby all who are. interestedin
the successof the plan.
:

Missionary

and

resultin rolling up numbers as with them
in their operating among tho ‘crowds,
have been just as needful to the world as

learn

td originate mew and better
‘ modes of
working, We wish to hear from others

the

head about dogmas

unoccupied field. In the absence of doetrinal discussions. our people have come

what they had done in the old, the helpers sent thence to aid in setting the ball

matter

with no friction, and we are doing

in the

less about

somewhat rapidly in the British Isles,
shortly extending into the West Indies,
some of their ministers soon coming into

2. . They started in this country under

the money and pay it over to the pastor
The comparatively few not reached in
this way are looked after by the pastor.
In

the

to care

an

not long after Randall commenced, he
would meet here and there more or less
of their ministers.

has been done through the Sunday-school.
were

crowding

came

country some; thirty years before our
New. Durham formation.
They spread

method of proceeding, the substance of idly in their new location also, , They
which we give in this article.
soon spread into New England, so that
|
The teachers

Men

religions" stibthe American colonies, and in 1766, or ‘jects,
and in this way to be expdséd'fo
fourteen years before the’ New. Durbam the
silent inroads of heresy, of which
formation, established their first society
there
are many specious forms stealhily
here in Philadelphia, spreading quite rap

is good that results in gathering the
mouey from the largest possible number
of givers regularly and promptly. We
have learned, from several pastors their

In one congregation nearly

marked an important revolution

church,

es, and have left us behind in compaia- creeds, than about filling the soul with
‘the love of Christ., The doctrinal was
tive number, dnd of course, in general sucimportantin its time, and in the
struggle
cess, thirty to one. This.is.a- most unjust
to break away fr.
me, almost necescomparison, as a few reflections avill sarily
came to holda proniinent place in
BOW.
i
i
SE rather

durance are able to carky’out the noble as ity the missionary is likely to meet with
much to make him anxious. He not only has
well as the ignoble purposes of the soul. to ministerto the spiritual needs of his couGreece had an age of physical beauty of verts, but he has also to be very
h of a
manhood. But that age dces not embellish father to them. It is not so easy for a
9
the pages of history, because the proper tian to earn his bread as for a heathen.

trance Paul was warned to leave Jerusa- nary character of officials. (5) How the
"lem, and to devote his ministry to other family of Paul became citizens of Rome is |
purpose was wantingin all that’ systems of
people. The reason given was that the not known.
Ingenious guesses have unwearied and severe culture. Tt was
Jews would not receive his message.
with little satisfaction been made to de- for the race, for the amphitheater and the
119-21. How Pavr Viewep It. (1) fine the way.’ Perhaps some services of combat. Had it been for the mobler pur-

"Paul

important matter of a sound and

did, with no more favorable

an who has, by inheritance or culture, a Baptist brethren in England.
We do
physical form of beauty and power has in- | not propose to speak of the report asa
deed a priceless inheritance. A form in wholeor of the work of the Society, but
which all the forces of life move steadily simply ask attention to two sextracts

tion as a Greek. His having to purchase
Roman citizenship, his remark to Paul,

cracked drinking cups”

The

life, {he

body is ignored.

understand that the Methodists commene-

In | ed about the same time that the Baptists

the hurry and thoughtlessness of

PRAOTIOAL PREACHING.

EE

‘The substitution of practicai for the dry,
doctrinal
preaching of the Puritan age,
A recent article in the Star gave us to

GENERAL A BAPTIST . MISSIONARY
ours; we can not delegate -it to any one
REPORT.
else. How to live physically is a matter
We have recently examined some porof paramount importance, inasmuch as it tions of the sixteenth Annual report of

50 respected- that

of very distant

becn

to get ‘‘out of repair,” and we

responsibility. is" indeed

“ Canst thou speak
Greek?” and his
Grecian name are the reasons for this
heard and idea, The * great sum” which he paid
nind in its was not always demanded for citizenship.
the trans- In the latter part of Claudius reign these
of prayer, rights were easily obtained.
‘ Two

of Christian truth, where he
- saw things hidden from the
+ ordinary conditions. = Notice

‘flesh

and ‘sometimes baving pieces of metal
tied in the knots, for the greater! severity

often be traced back to the negleet of the power of Rome

(4) Paul fell in-|

The

the spirit is resolute,

physical life are not understood.

Fe say that at Jerusalem is the place.
where men ought to worship,” The truth
embodied in the answer of Jesus was foreign to the age. Hence Paul resorts to the Scourging was the punishmentof slaves.
customazy place of public prayer.
From Besides, no Roman,
except after a ‘trial
his example we may lean to place a and judicial condemnation, could be - punright estimate on the place of public ished. Lysias, therefore, in two Ways exprayer. Abandonment of the closet can posed ‘himself to danger.
(3)
The

public worship of God.

when

ever relates; to the physical man has an
important bearing on his entire destiny.
Religion is sickly in about the sameé “ratio
as the. stomach is disorganized and diseased.. The demands.of the ‘‘higher nat-

laidon the

was

progress.

weak”

is want of comfort and attraction in the
Christian household because the laws of

‘with

an inclined “pillar.

steady

filled with high and noble purposes. There

correct

translation, instead of, ¢ bound him

was a

fathers worshiped in jthis mountain,
LJ

the thongs.”

to stretched over

Jewish practice. They thought it to be
“the place of prayer.”, Remember what the
- woman of Samaria said to Christ: “Our

the soul as the house does to' its occupant.

the uproar was to impress the chief captain with the criminality of Paul, and to

Bi

should be *‘up-

right,” physically, is not symmetrical.

Papers.)

A

BY REV. H. QUINBY. -

proper and anphilosophical early culture.
Deformity meets you everywhere. The

BARKER.

sh

THE “PLEA FOR THE EPISOOPAOY." |

principles. The wrecks of physical life,
-{ many of thera, areresults,of course,of im-

-|
. | rage as if they were thus robbed of their
OF THE PHYSICAL.
PAUL AND THE BIGOTED JEWS.
most valued prerogatives. - They acted
More and more the importance of an
like those described in the Golden Text.
GOLDEN TEXT: * But woe unto you scribes (2) The cause of their rage was hatred of educated Christian character becomes apandl Pharisees, hypocrites! for ye shut u
Jealous of the claims to be parent. As the world moves on, as the
the Aingdom of
heaven against
men.’ the Gentiles.
Matt. 23:13.”
favoritesof God, they hoot and howl at light - grows stronger, so the waves bear
the idea that Gentiles might receive even | with a mightier force upon the boundless
olols 3B:17-=30,
the gospel rejected by the Jews:
Paul ocean of thought. Science may be made
ER——————
declares the offer of the gospel to the the powerful handmaid of religion, or her
‘Notes and Hints.
&enties the
mystery and marvel «of mighty forces may be turned against its
The speech of Paul, delivered from the
grace. He multiplies expressions. of won- onward:progress. Every weak point must
«stairsithat led up to the castle Antonia,
dev over. this most. equitable fact.. Eph. be guarded, every doubtful foundations]
begins with an account of his early train1:9; 8:8—9.
How blind the converts stone should be supplanted by something
ing, of his education at Jerusalem under
from the Jews were to some of : the fun- enduring,
tiGamaliel, next. tells of his conversion
damental precepts of the gospel,
'JuadaHuman character as it is seen in the
while on the way to Damascus, and finalizing Christians nearly’ split the infant field ot ‘worldly activity, seems to be six
ly of the command he received to. preach
church into pieces.
Paul had te vindi- fold,or it may be said to present six differ. the gospe! to the Gentiles.
cate to Jews ‘the right of Ged to elect his ent aspects. of labor. Its physical, mental,
17, 18. TraNCE IN THE TEMPLE. (1)
people by any principle that he might | moral, social, religious, and political feat“4 When I was come again to Jerusalem.”
ures demand special ‘attention. "Wanting
choose.
:
* The time meant was three years ‘after his
28, 24, PavuL 10 BE SCoureED.
(1) ‘in anyof these it seems to lack proportion
conversion. Luke has been criticised as
QUESTIONS

Aah

pry

¥

¥

Bepartment. | The whole.story
of Jesus was to them

School

-
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lieved Jesus, and rejected his witnesses.
Sa

~

devotion

to

sect

True, they have labored
souls from sin, but bhve

and

push.

nobly to save
always and ev-

erywhere evidently labored also with an
eye set on their increase in numbers and

all this

upbuilding as

a denomination.

But we,

ethical science is the identity of the Moral
Law and

the Divine

Nature.

Wherever

the Moral Law acts, there Christianity finds the personal Omnipresence of Him
whom we

and

dare

not

name-—Father,

Son

Holy Ghost—Creator—Redeemer—

Sangtifier—One God, who was and is and
is to come.

At this miraculous hour, the

Light that lighteth every man thal cometh
into the world is, not was. It is scientifically known that this Light bas its Temple
in Conscience, But it bas been proelaim-

ed for ages by Christianity, that Godis
One, and that Our Lord is as personally
present in every breath of the Holy Spirit
in the latest days, as he wasin that
breath which he breathed on his diseiples when he said, *“‘Receive ye the
Holy Ghost.”
Our
cheeks may well
grow white and the blood of the ages

leap with a new inspiration, when, stand-

ing between Christianity and science, we
find the thunders of the ove and the
whispers of the other uttering the same.

~~ opens ears. The converl can be heard. | {hought him a noted criminal.
Bat to | man,
seirec andIR you
phic]
We knew
merspee’of
Sore; those
But who
{is many
have weakuess..
known the same,
pow-2 lahete'isan’
times lightened
by seeing
have | nominational bonds very loosely,so that, truth,It isa famillar doctrine to ChrisPaul 1easoned - on general principles claim falsely Roman citizenship was pun.
tianity that our bodies are the Temple of
erful in mind, noble in’purpose and aspi- been thus trained'and helped taking up posiwhere any move convenien: in circumstances and surroundings, we could with

aright. Since the Jews knew of ‘his im- ishable with death,
ration, and yes erippled. in all his activity tions and presenting gppearances that con.
prisoning and beating Christians, and of © 99-30. THE Resurt. (1) The chief
most favorably with what would otherfrom want of physical power. Forever trast
wise have been their lot.
the part he took in the death of Stephen, captain was troubled for fear of the perseeking, from the great sources of nature, | India is not England, by any means, espe-

no trouble of conscience step over into another fold and expend our religious energies there. Hence we Mave ever been, as
a sect, a great feBder to others. ' Indeed,
many Methodist societies, and others as

« Paul supposed that they would be eager sonal results of his offense. He had beWhat he ne'er obtained, he died prema- cially if we eontrast domestic life. There is
, to hear him explain bis reasons for so come amenable to punishment for binding
turely of ‘physical bankruptcy. Died in almost a world of difference between the
radical a change of mind,
(2) The com- Paul to the pillar.
The soldiers about to éarly manhood; before hislife work seem- domestic life of a native here und an English.
mand to:«depart from Jerusalem ‘was not “examine” Paul, that is about to scourge
ed half ‘done. ‘He saw
the ‘‘shining man at, home ; but there is also a difference jberevoked. ‘On the contrary,it was reiter- a confession of crime from him, partook
way,” but could not pursue it. It was tween an Englishman’s home here and what it
is in England, . In no sort of sense could it be
ated. How bitterly Christ was hated, or of tye fear, and retired from their victim.
too rugged for his tender feet.
Great said
that an Englishman’s home is his cas.
how little patience to hear his story Jews (2) Paul, however, was kept chained
thoughts moved his burning soul, but he tle here. A cozy house would be too much
would have, Paul did not consider.

The

through that night.’

On ‘the next day

had not ‘the powerof utterance.

Lord could not have given Paul any di: Lysias convoked the Jewish council. See
rections which, after
his reasonings, his power. The elders obey this: pagan
would need revision. The advice of God military tribane,
and ‘assemble. at his
is unimprovable, is perfectly wise.
(3) bid.
Then Paul was brought before
ihe Gentiles, * f will send thee far hence

Ths
Paul claims
carrying the gospel

|

was wejected of the

Jews,

vw would
at least hearken
«of it.

the

It isevident, then, that Paul, after

i the Gentiles were

more to be a

to be heirs

knew that

Yon may make

have

been

the. result

of misdirected efforts in the way of early

‘etill
the
structure
! education, and
of character was
just ~ as ‘dispro-

Beware of seeking simply a forced attention.

‘It might

a kind of ag-

portionate.

far-reaching

True

in

character

its demands.

building As

Ii claims

tocrat of yourself and compel & mechani.

of salva- cal attention by sheer authority,

but you

not

yet

seen

in. the

country,

a

thread,

origin taken from them.
On the other
hand, how few are the Methodists who

will unite and wotk heartily in another

So

order.

Certainly, we have but few, very

few, with us.

ds

Wey

Hat

«4 to the Jew first, and also to the Gen- it will be of no value.

but il'is because he 'felirs you; and
« Biftedup thelr voices, and said, away with { you,
euch a fellow fron the earths for
ib is not | While ihe Windows
of Bis soul open, the
fis thay he should live” The madness of shutters are’ up inside, and his 'thonghts
|
| mny be fur away. Baptist’ Teacher.

sthese men:
was vingaler. They disbe-

science

in the whole field of the truth concerning
Conscience they are the vastest ~aunexplored remainder.
|

No doubt it is hard work to keep up
your church in these times; but then it is

a good work, and that ought to be a safficient set-off for the hardness of it. If you
with without loss to the community, then

lige what we read of in the Gospels and the Methodists over us without resorting
Religion is more

efforts. If your church is alight, a restraint, a teacher, % call to repentance,
and a beacon of hope to dying men—as it

ful.

One

charm of it is, that

The

(more fruit-

for the comparative grow(h in numbers ia you may in good conStience relax your

it seems more

the Actsof the Apostles.

to Episcopacy.

present to the consciousness of the people.
Everybody seems, even ir silence,to be making:
some profession
-of religion; and the

that, and retained

Had they
all

their

been without
other

traits

and circumstances, they no doubt would
have been largely, what they are, while
possessing that with our other views and
circumstances, we should not have done

religious

teacher is more drawn out by the condition of

the people. In the street, ths market,at home,
religion may be introduced, and the husbandman of truth may ‘sow beside all waters.”
May God, whose is oar cause, help us to be
faithful, and from time to time rejoice our
hearts and yours at home ia the conversion of
‘muny souls! And when our work is.done
bere may we all abide with him forever in

‘but little more thin we have.
probably not as much. =

i

wd

oe

401)

I

Ry.

3
&

————_—

and

can see how your church can be dispensed

A

~

religion

But to pursue this chain no farther, we

work is more direct here—perhaps

Todeed,

than an ability to rock the cradle and ad- brother's case, is true with our own mis- object of faith is God. A faith that sets
minister physical punishment is required. ‘gionaries, : Let us never forget (hem nor Bounds to ‘itself, that will trust thus far
and no farther, is none. It is only Doubt
To bild up 'a' hearty brgdtism derdands fail 'to'do ‘our!'duty ‘to themin every : Aging
a pap in;an elbosy chair. —Julius
31]
whe ean
+
Sent
y
[EIR 180
i
.
% 'ost/ thorough knowledge of foundation’ respeot.”
‘Hare.
‘
:
|
-

nections . between

hére of the most overawing moment; and

“have found means enough for adcounting

concerned, I would say give me India!

-b
+o
Hence we read that he preached have elicited only a: spuriotis thing, and and’ here cluster the paramount obligations.
i
Entireness,illimitabieness, is indispensaYou are no longIt is, therefore, a mistaken notion, that
ble to faith. What we believe we must
tile,” in the cities where he went,
er a teacheér, but a tyrant.
‘The youth-is
almost
any person ‘can teach and guide purity and peace !
| believe wholly and
without reserve;
not
a
pupil,
bug
a
mental
serf-—doing
sim22. ANOvurcry. (1) “ And they gave
In
both
respects,
wha
is
true
in
this
children.
Something
far
more
important
wherefore
the
only
perfect
and satisfying
upon
are
(eyes
His
must,
he.
what
ply
i him audience unto’ this word, and’ then

\¢ tion.

"'-

Gentiles

to the statement

his first retarn 40 Jerasalem,

©

There he felt. that it was

faras home life is’ concerned, I say, Eugland
for me! But so far as the minister's work is

as fatal.

bring to this council a witness for Christ.

+ unto the Gentiles. If the message of Paul Christian than to be a Roman.

I have

to in-

spin

were all the matefial of a Freewill Baptist

lock is what

and weary, “Providence”. seemed

been an inheritance for which he was not
responsible,and yet the weakness was just

other of the apostles, had opportunity to

like an oven, and a house-door

dable foes opposed the truth, be was weak
terfere, and yetit was the intervention of
dtordered physical forces. It might have

The account adds that the Lord not only | them,on trial, that Lysias might know
said withdraw from the Jews, but go to what evil he had done. Thus Paul, like

¢ unto the Gentiles.”
+ divineauthority for

Formi-

well, could . now hardly

Somewhat and Someone not ourselves.
Tkat Someone Christianity does, although
‘physical science does not, know by an
Incommunicable Name.
Thgge, are con-

ought to he—then no hardness

or strain.

ing of muscle can be too severe.

You

will keep that light burning while there is
a drop of oil to be had

Methodist.

for its lamps.~—

Hiss

oe

Many have yielded tq go a mile with
Satan, who never intended to go with him

twain ; but, when once on the way with

hit, have been inveigled further and further; until they know not how to leave him.

Thushe leads poor creatures down into
the depths of sin, ‘by winding ‘stairs, so
tht they see not the end of hat'to which
they ave going. Worthington. ~~"
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water
Jn Paris there 8 a decided improvement
in the direction of keeping the Eabbath as
i day of gest tom labor. Inthe Rue i
Paix, where, twenty years ago, nearly
a
if not quite every id was hy on Sunday, now. but two or three are kept open,

janetfabi an weak :
upon
the starry sky

troubled sore,
be:

.

If I am Jow and sinful bring.

love where need is fey

child

no rest. But the difference isin the degres of it. More of, the people find six
ays quite enough for their week's work.
thing
They have learned that it is a good
forman and beast to rest one day in sev-

wide space,

upon my

knee;

She Tothoh 9% lata my face,

~. And I look up to Thee
—George MacDonald,
aL

iho

en.

in

alysis, Fever and

Berojula, and

disease, Syphilitie and

Scotland,

the digestive o
case of Nervous

Ale.

they got into the

tightnes 8

PAUL AND THE MODERN PASTOR.

The change for the worse in London
was very marked. Perhaps the law and
the custom are the samé now as formerly
in regard to the opening of beer shops
and gin rooms. There are certain bours

As we

was when I was here beforgy -

gran. Spork 3 Ju aken je pubile wing

Io ea and convincing—Phu}

to e:nforce
nders ji 50 harduniversal

law

wid
suffrage

en s ee

30

J io
country where

a

rule, and one

man is as

rencars

the pastor,

Homeopathic, Eclectic and Patent,

-the

of qualities and

ae

and

New

York.

great deal more in their favor,

and

probably

Carmine Ink Wrappers and Labels, will be prosecuted to the full extent of the law.
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you for another

package.
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«your pills are marvelous.”
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Co,

Pills, and think they are good.

arousing | anotter package immediatelv.

the

i

Let us not longer sleep, while the enemuch as because he was a devoted and
my Is active, but be always faithful to our
earnest Christian minister.
We find, to-day, a fair sprinkling of God and the if mperamice cause.
ministers who make a specialty of study;
still more who make a specialty of
preaching ; here and there one who makes
a specialty of pastoral work. But it
The following items are clipped from
seems to be tacitly conceded that a single |
i
1990
Nat, Tem, Advocale :
the
these
of
three
all
in
much
| man can notdo

and it may be that the same

be found in

American

cities

scenes could

that meet

our ‘eves in London. But it is not common in New York to have the quiet of Bie

Sabbath mening and afternoon disturbe

y the incessant cries of peddlers hawking

“uits and other things about town, just as

* Send me two boxes;

in the

day

ireely and noisily as on any

sphere.

thing, the Sunday seems to be the busiest

Especially

is this ‘true

I enclose a dollar; your price is 25 cents, but the

medicine to me is wortha dollar,
“* Let me have three boxes

turn mail, for chills and fever.

of your pills by

work
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Church who are Romanist

bas

He

There are now hun- | calling.

preachers

in heart, and

that | held.

[see why itis his business more than

other hundreds belonging to so broad a of any other member of the church. And
Church that they have fellowship wilh so the ¢* from house to house” preaching
{
13
8
practiced
everything LNthat **possesses and1d | calls®it- | which Paul1 so assiduously

Christian.

self”

of the truth.

The Sabbath is the test of a | vidual whom hé knows

be especially

to

to the afflicted household or
just the same as ceasing to be religious in | introduction
means
convicted sin ner, and is by no

Sei

sense

elScotland

the

of that word.

Sun- ¥

Scotch

holds fast to the
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doy or Sabbath.
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but; with feady thought, inquired, ‘Can | and strength for preaching from house to
T'have™a "whiskey toddy?” ‘And that |house. And it never occurred to him
you can,” replied the man.
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8,500,000,

or

greater

all New England.

than

that

you and I, at least, have no difficulty*in
the effect to its cause.

fieve, 1 hope, in a

perpetual

We

and, uniform

An important respon-

not believe in arbitrary and

so-cal

ittodito

SOV-

is ‘ paling its ineffectual

because

the earth’s

fires,”

but

orbit and,ingclination

gleams

presenee,

their

and

the

should be addressed to the Publisher, Dover,N.H.

WHAT I3 WAE

H.

Bowen;

mended the tributeof a loving and pro.
make.

are

to look for the variation,

Let

me

urge

-complacent

grant
grace
money,
that is
work.

in the estimation of those

| mighty dollar,

indifference

and

almost

satis-

the present condition of things, and quote
from matters of mere external detail—in-

ordination of missionaries, Barnabas

«crease of numbers, social position,or handsome chapels, large congregations, flourishing finances and the like—to break .the
force of the sensible fact that the church is
spiritually dead.—A
well-dressed
in a splendid coffin] . . ..

something, or,

to

use

language which has become technical,‘ get
up a revival® There is nothing ‘more
tempting.
There iswothing more danger-ous. We ar€ not ready for the new work,
any more than we are ready for the new
blessing till we have gone down on our
knees before God and forced the conyiction of our sinfalness and our blacksliding
home on our own consciences as an abiding
element there.
SER
Ra wi
iW
Oh, that is a wonderful aud a rare combination; when, side by side, in the same
spirit at the same moment, there are the
deepest diffidence and self-abasement, and
attermost, loftiest confidence laying hold
upon God; when looking at ourselves,’ we
‘say we deserve nothing at all, and, when
looking at Him, we say,
‘Do thou it for

SOCIETY.

Conference

and

“thy name's sake.”

.

.

.

‘work

the converts

now

tation, that God hath seme light to break
forth for his weary inheritance, has always
preceded such an outpouring.
Like the
breeze of the morning, that springs up as
if it said, “The dawn!
The dawn!” and
premo-

nition of our Lord’s coming in the“flesh
‘which was diffased throughout all. heathenism ere he came, the expectation is the
-herald of the answer, and the prayer is the
precursor of the fulfillment.
The great
lakes in Central Africa are filled by the
- melting of the snow, months before the

and

but
I have mot now
length.

wilderness in His time, and the

little

hills

shall rejoice on every side.
“The time

to favor Zion is come,

for thy

servants take pleasure in her stones; and
favor the dust thereof.” Let us neither
run before, nor seek -to precipitate’ God’s

received.

‘There’ is

nounced

of love; no look of sympathy, ho helping

hand is exténded in vain.

Benevolent

adjustments and relations, knows all the
motives and aspirations of our hearts. It
is a very narrow view that regards only

Societies.

never lost.
Waste is to those who
for themselves, and

that: Revi H. Quinby, who

fraud, oppression and every form of sin

was

are all a perversion and waste... Who can
compute the waste of war in all ages,
and especially in our own time; the
wastd of intemperance, the waste of ava-

rice and covetousness?

justly consider the waste?

The Moderator announced
"the standing

LIP

committees, as follows, after which prayer was offered by Rev. H. Quinby, and
Conference adjourned to 2, ». M.:
=
of Demominution,

Woodman,

8. D.

a

work, nor be callous,aud indifferent

on thé

plea of waiting for him, but laying the
«drought upon our hearts, and penitently
confessipg our sin as its main cause, let
us come with that prayer of the context,
- “We acknowledge, O Lord, our wickedness.
Remember, break not thy covenant

Small, Collins. 7"

soul is thoroughly enlisted in this work.
There should be increased information in
reference {o this subject. There needs to

tion.

thi§ sympathizing minister,

Amen.

dry

thy
off-

Manning, Bragkett, J.-W. Hills, Gerrish.
Foreign
Missions,J. Li. Phillips, Per-

ik
.of the

funds. Tt is to be regretted that, at this
juncture, when there is such 2 demand for

ciety finds itself embarrassed by a debt

The evenings of the session of Conference are assigned to the Anniversary ex- ereises of the Benevolent Societies.

This thought, he said,has struck my mind

with

great

force:

Every

creature

cas, this statement.

in

for that of the other.

‘H. F. Wood.

Sabbath Observance, Fairbanks, Savage,

| spirit finds its subjective force in the gos- |

Noyes, Folsom,

[Continued next week.]

[}
Wednesday evening was occupied by the pelof the. Lord. Just .in proportion as |!
\
Foreign Mission Society, The President the gospel of the Son of God is in the "We learn by an advance report from
of the Society, Rev. James Rand, oc- heatts of his people, so will’be their ef- Fairport that seven thousand dollars were

forts. This gospel bas within it those

Rev. Jason Mariner of Maine. The busi-

forces which ate especially adaptedto the

ness of the Society was postponed until 'a | world’s

needs. Among

ss and. ite;

, its
future meeting to be held during the. sés- | spirit,
sion of Conference.
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' There are

should move with cautious feet and handle sacred things with careful hands.
It is the legitimate work .of the

Chrjs-

apostolic

heed,

injunction

is,—¢* Take

therefore, unto yourselves, and all the
flock over which the Holy Ghost hath
made you overseers, to feed the church of

meet

and

re-

stand and receive the truth.
There is a
danger that preachers may use -extrav
a.
gant language, that they may be
thought

eloquent.

And there is also a danger

the people will applaud such preaching that
be.

cause it sounds well; and will‘ think
it
great, because they do not understand
it.

We prefer ~Paul's mode of opening
the

truth, so as to make it plain

to

prehension of the heaters, ©
Having opened,

Paul

the

alleged.

com-

i That

is

having made the truth plain and ‘clear
to
the apprehension, he. declared. the
rdsults
which must

necessarily

the truth on one side.

follow. ' Here

is

You'seq, what it is.

not be denied.

It must not ‘be ‘turned

aside. We know that the Bible's
a reve.
lation from God, . It makes certain
state-

ments about certain things.

IG.

increased before the
doubtbeless
CRIA.
ence closes.

‘gt

i

Hy

1

omugu bh

4

God which he bath purchased with his
own blood.” ‘The injunction of the Mas-

in this city flee ye unto other.” Again,—
“The field is the world.”
It could not

have been without good reeson for doing

We

sions

which

are

deduced

from the statements of the Bible.
only province of reason here is

The

the statements of the Bible rh
Sos that :
given, that the explanation is clear, and
time of a faithful minister of the gospel is that, the results
stated,
$0, that he gave such

instruction.

The

proper

Confer-

atten- to children. ®Wot
No member suffers without all the
lady remark

tion.

members suffering. Tet there be union
and co-operation, and
there . will be
strength and efficiency.
S050

MODE OF APOSTOLIO PREACHING,
: “There is a great ‘difference among clergymen in their style of preaching.
There
is also a great difference among - hearers in
their opinions as to what constitutes good
preaching.

Some, both of preachers

hearers, think that
addressed altogether

and

preaching should be
to the emotional nat-

that an all important requisite is; that the
sermon should

be

filled with

smart

and

cheap, if not witty, sayings.
:
The apostle Paul was a man of judgment
and was a successful preacher. He was

also’ divinely

pathies pf the Christian public?
On thy one

side,

there

may

~*~

©

be

very

properly\urged. the personal interests of
the minifter and his family, and, what is
especially sacred, his reputation and use-

fulness.
§lé'may have suffered wrong,
and therepre strong reasons for his vindication. | But ordinarily, if right and

study his mode, and

follpw it as far as the circumstances
are the
same?
(And would not hearers also do
well to inquire into the style adopted by

the apostle Paul, and dvoid complaining of
preaching which is at all like it?

proposition.
While in the carsa

few

weeks

since,

we noticed an incident which illustrates

in a simple manner the truth to be emphasized..

It was in the early afternoon

of a sultry day. ' The. travelers woreun
expression that plainly indicated the tire-

someness of the journey and prophesied

which they would greet its

and smoke and cinders
covered us all, and, tosay the least, the
spirit of internal fretting figtred "the

countenances.

Some little ways in front

of us was a woman and

a child, appar-

ently mother and daughter.

Not that

was generally the same, though
cording to the circumstances.

varied ac-

dressed.

worn

The mother's

and sober.

face

was

care-

The little girl was

looking all over the car for something to
attract her attention, but seemed oh - the
point of discouragement ‘at the vain re-

preachers now can preach exactly like suits of her search. Just then a gentlePaul, orthat he always preached in just man stepped forward and gave hera
the same way. But we think that his style pear. The facé of the mother at once

brightened, and that of the little one was

: such as to change the

in this pof the whole

~ Most of the hearers of the gospel

country profess to receive the Scriptures
as inspired of God, and we think that Luke
very aptly describes Paul's mode when
preaching to those who professed to receive the Scriptures, when, in" Acts 17:2,
8, he speaks of Paul going into the synague of the Jews, and says thathe, ‘‘three
Sabbath days reasoned with them out of
the Scriptures, opening and alleging,” ete.

moral “atmosphere
This bit of human

car.

sunshine lighted up the darkness of. so-

called human nature, and taere was one
certainly of that number
who left the
train with a sunny remembrance.
Now what we want is to have the Sun-

day-school full of these
sunshine.

bits of human

The little ones. do

not come

there to learn theology, or primarily to
be taught in the technical meaning of. the

‘We learn from this that Paul was accustomed to reason. He did not merely ap-

word, ' The child learns of the Scriplures
in the faceof him or her who possesses

peal to the emotions, that he might

their spirit. 1

to a certain course of action,

for the statements he ‘made,

excite

He did not

and

for

‘the

truths which he advanced. And this proves:
that the reason is able to lay hold of spir-

Would

it not

preachers now to reason with

be

well for

their

hear-

ers?

To make the S8unday-school bright and
attractive in all its life and workings, to

carry to it an abundance of kindly. feel:
ings and cheering smiles, isthe most effective method of reaching the child heart,
and making

it long for the next Sunday's

hour; and at the same time making upon
it those impressions which. will in: after
years,if not immediately, bear fruit.

_Panl reasoned out of the Scriptures. | ~All forced kindness is the farthest from

The province of reason is not to arrive at
This, however, should not
truth by intuition or: otherwise, directly, the genuine.
but to weigh and determine the weight of obscure the truth that it takes a good
evidence for anything that is before it. deal of painstaking thought and premedPeople say that Christian doctrines are not itated surprises to make children happy
true, because they are contrary to their ‘from day to day. But this is a gladsome
reason; just as other people have refused task to those who are at, all experienced
to believe scientific and philosophical facts, with the rewards it brings.

because they thought these were

contrary

to reason. The Scriptures are the standard of appeal for Christian doctrine and
the truths of Christianity.
Every unprejudiced mind will find on inquiry. that there
is sufficient evidence that the Scriptures
are inspired of God. Paul appealed to the
Scriptures for proofs of the doctrines he
taught ; and ministers nowdo well when
they do. the same. We know that some

\to the judge, “Do not quote the law which
bears on the case before

us, we can read

the law at home.”
Many ministers do not
reason enough, and some who do reason,
neglect to reason out of the Scriptures.

And, finally, what will so tend to make

the whole

school

kindly

toward another as

disposed

one

to. see the beaming

faces of a host of interested children? Let

us look on this side 'of the question for a
few weeks,

and seeif we are doing what:

we can in making the Sunday-school hour
one of anticipated interest to the.children,
Ob
-b-b
ror

OURRENT
——The

of Boston,
Tuesday

TOPIOS.

Warren-avenue

Baptist

held a special

Church

meeting

on

evening of last, week, to act upon

the resignation of the. pastor, Rev. George
W.

Pentecost.

The

meeting

was very

fully attended. The examining committee
to whom the pastor's resignation was re-

Paul opened and alleged. He opened the ferred, unanimously recommended the
truth. . This is very important. Men have passageof the following resolutions :
difficulties in their iminds with reference
Resolved, 1. That the Warren avenue
{its answer
to truths stated. They do not understand Baptist . Church stands hy
them at all, or they do not seem clear to | made to the Boston: North Baptist Association, Sept. 10; 1877.
‘

safe in th hands of his brethren ‘in’ the ‘them.

Now in sucly

‘minigiry. | On the other hand, it maybe and the reiteration
jvhether the unity and efficiency of the church, nay, ‘its life, which

know that a host of little people could at
least testify to the truth of one-half of her

To observe
Is it mot: wise, them
was to see that they were poorly

inspired.

then, for preachersto

long ago we heard a

that old people and children
were favorites with her, because it took
so little effort to please them; and we

Ure
Others Would have the judgment | the Tetish
1
with
mainly appealed to; while still others think end. The dust

hearers do not earé to have quotations
sometimes schisgis and alienations, and
very serious consequences
follow.
In from the Scriptures. We have heard such
such cas, is the minister or the church, persons say, ‘“We can read the Scriptures
as a ruld, the better entitled to th Syms: | at home.” But that is like a jury saying

pledged at the General Conference there justice ard on his side, his reputation is

Friday afternoon, towards the proposed
Biblical Training School in our India.

bles forning pledged for that school, and the sum will

out after every class and ‘cor-

But unfortunately,

it is not always so regarded.

motives) Mission, This makes $12,000 already inquired,

dle defy for Bi
me,” was"i sung by:odthe | thé
power isfs sal sionamissionary.
the World.
Works, NowNow thistis power
sy

interests

one Whateveris
for the advancement
or the welfare of either party ought to be

inson, Munsey.
;
Sabbath-Schools, Porter, Harmon, Peden,

Petitions and Requests,

a subject

= The

of ministers and . churches #re usually

Temperance, Morrill, Zell, Day, Hutch-

‘Wiley, Hilton, Linderman,

suggests

worlhy of consideration.

‘Whitacre, Palmer, L. Kellogg.
God's universe is a part of the body of the \ Closing Resolutions, M. Phillips, Hasty,
Lord Jess Christ. . The true mission Kayser.

cupied the chair, ' Prayer was offered by

of

substantial-

While we would express no opinion respecling the merits of this particular

kifis,
‘Burkholder, Wilson, McKenney,
~"
:
Society, then read his annual report, for Higbee.”
Education, .Durgin, Quinby, Bowen,
the purpose of giving the audience information respecting. the condition of the Sandborn, Tozer, Simonton.

~ Following the sermon, Conference ad“journed to ten o'clock, Thursday morning.
EVENING.

a deacon

replied

and eloquent, the division would have been
‘avoided. Our church is ofas much consequence as a score of ministers,”

(excused).

Homie Missions, Stuart, Curtis; Mariner,

be more prayer, and the sénding of more

7g

minister
To

Ministry, Mil, Tibbetts, Given, G. S. half of the church as earnest

Ricker, Kinney, Ashley

Cc -

: Spring.”

the

old of temptation in the line indicated

a di-| itual truths.

ly, If you had made an appeal in be-

0

of some $6,000.
~
©
i |
J. Wood, Osgood, Crabtree.
Correspondence, Bowen, Poston, RusThe congregation
then rose and sang,
¢«t From Greenland’s icy mountain.”
] “sell, E. W. Ricker, Moulton.
State of the Coungry, Brackett, Files,
Rev, R. Dunn was the last: speaker. Cain, P. Phillips,
Pfescott, Bailey.

upon

:

The cause of this minister had

Ahe disrupted church

that is thirsty, and

‘spirit upon
upon thine

thresh-

ask any person to believe, merely because
he stated a thing.
But ‘he gave reasons

been warmly plead by a brother

the increase of the foreign work, the So-

floods

WE OR
0-0-4

few

vision in a church was under considera-

;

with us.” And the ‘answer will be sure:
“Fear not; I will pour water upon him

: ground; I will pour: my
‘eeed, and my blessing

how

considered instrumental in causing

Bates,

Spe

And

MINISTERS vs. CHURCHES.
The case of a minister who had been

Mills, Stuart, Perkins, Hig-

bee, Kayser.

rich towards

selfishness, in developing evil passions, in

were both in attendance at the present

- State

lay up

are not

a
treasure

God, Time and labor spent in opposing
God are wasted. Means used in pampering’

‘session.

¢

ATH

He who con-

stituted the human faculties with all their

Vt., fifty years ago, and Rev. D. Jackson,
who was a delegate to that Conference,

time to speak at

TH

gifts of

7:21 I
Jigad
a
.No act or prompting of beneyolence is
in vain, ; No deed of kindness, no word

support

clerk of the first Conference at Tunbridge,

of missions,

the Treasurer

all, the richest

Tord
Praige,

ters was suspended,and Rev.S. Curtis an-

Indeed, it has prospered just in propor-

to India.

I Fold 0, 1
.

upon themselves greater condemnation.

full. Where are the recruits?
:
The reading of Yearly Meeting let-

The church, in order to live and.

Rev. N. Brooks,

a

Spirit strives with

Dr. J. L. Phillips,

trusted workers. The rinks must be kept

thrive at home, must do something abroad.

men

Within

its delegate,

tion as it has cultivated its foreign work.
“Publications, Baker, Pesse, Patch, Har~@vaters rise downin the Lower Nile, and
| In conclusion; there are certain things | rington; Moxley.
‘briug fertility to the strip of desert which | which need to be done in order that our
Church Polity, Penney, Huling, Steele,
depends upon them for all its wealth; and
Baker, Boyd,
rish, Hyatt.
Aa \
cause
in
India
may
be
advanced,
Let
80 when the confession, and the petition,
*
Doclrine,
Dunn,
Straight,
Tuttle,
Ward,
and the expectation rise to flood tide in every pastor conyince his people'that. His
the hidden reservoirs of our hearts, the
flood will spread over the pastures of the

heathen.

God so loved the world that he gave his
only begotten Son to die for all, the Holy

frgm manyof them has removed tried and

The ratio of

favor of the reflex influence

to the

There were also many assurances of a
results that appear to the world. (He
stronger denominational spirit, and a
knows the blessing enjoyed by the giver
determination to nphold the Christian and all its influence for good which is

heathen lands have not been in vain.
3. Ihad proposed to say a word in
|

nat-

Orissa, which was organized two years
|
ago, was admitted to the Conference, and

ing funds for the

now a membership of 50,000 in the
churches of heathen lands. If'we add to
these the more than double this number
who have gone to join the church above,
we have the assurance that labors in

expec-

does

Did he.regret the

ceiving the tidings, ‘am
am glad I gave her up.”

favorably of the present system of collects

in, heathen

former a favorable contrast.

a right to

unaccountable

Bengal

lesson

year she died. ‘‘Now,” said the father
addressing an assembly, soon al
Fe-

are failing, and other denominations are
gathering them up. God grant usa revival
heathen of benevolence. Many of the letters spoke

in

lands have a noble record.

take when we have acknowledged our fault
is the attitude of confident expectation;

dies away
; like the

missionary

which many churches afford their pastors.
On neeount of it, churches here and there

This factis evinced by the

character,

plications and we shall not comein vain,
# The prayer is the precursor of the answer.

confident

resumed.

be ‘heeded. ; It is the meager

and then the draught will fade away and |Jocreasein heathen lands as compared
be forgotten. Let us come with such sup- ‘with that of Cheap presents far, the

and, oh! that attitude of

and

and not found wanting. In liberality, | ordinances in their purity. Death has
which is an excellent test of Christian’ visited most of the Yearly Meetings, and

.

attitude which we have

was

a

The Virginia Association is increasing in For all this multitudeof the lost then did
strength, and in spite of individual fail- Christ die in vain, and are all these blessures is @0ing forward. The school at ings poured out in vain? By no gueans.
Harper's Ferry is doing a good work. Let The loving kindness and mercy of the
are still the same, worthy of all
it not fail. One thing in the letters should Ford

stability with which they have withstood
the storms of persecution which have
burst upon them. They have been tried

Dear brethren, the prophet does not ask
“thatthe draught shall pass; he asks that
God may be‘present and felt to he present,

“ The

o'clock,

ing to do its part in Ciftianizing India.

lands ig, to say the least, as genuine as in

Christian.

ten

What

-grace-are provided for all.
Tes Totter showed “thatthe brave bund [is
there is trusting in God, and faithfully try- are unbelieving and wayward, and bring

1. This proportion also holds among the
Congregationalists of Massachusetts as
compared with the expenses of the Amer-

The

at

diy

decision he made? Far from it; but to the
last was full of joy and gratitude for that
consecration. A venerable minister gave
up his only and darling child to bea

The reading of letters from the Yearly
Meetings

‘denomination this ratio of expense is 8 to

Board.

met

soln

moned him up higher.

prayer was offered by Rev. H. F. Wood,
of New Hampshire. Rev. L.A, Crandall,
of Fairport, was added to the Commiitee
of Arrangements.
EA

church in America, it costs twice as much
to'bring a soul ‘to Christ in America as in
India, Japan or Egypt. In the Baptist

ican

minister who finds himself on the

may

ure teach us ‘of the
fullness .of the
divine blessings. ' Hills and vales, trees,
plants and flowers are clothed jn beauty.

CONFERENCE.

When by God's grace dny of us have |
stirred up a little from our ordinary lan- pittaticsin comparison with the cost o
guorand are led to see a little more clearly warlike operations, such as the suppresthan: we usually do the.terrible contrast sion of the rebellion, the ‘siibduing
of tha
between what we and our brethren are and
‘what God meant us to be, it is an old and |, Modocks and the fighting : (he Rasetads
familiar observation that the first tempta- with the Tirks.
“According to' the well
tion that besets such a man is to sét to considered statistics of the Presbyterian
work and try to do

The

he

their difficulties, and they under.

ly follow.
too precious to be fritlered away in the Having reasoned from
the Scriptures, and
vindication of his merely personal inter- opened or explained the
trath, the preachests. It was not the custom of the apos- er has the way opened for
a definite’ applitle Paul to remain in a place where there ‘cation of the truth. * And instead of
cavilThe heavens declare his giory, the firma- was such opposition to him, as to serious- Ing or withholding" attention,
the hearers
ment shows his mighty work, the earth ly counteract hi¢ influence.
But it is sad should receive, and Immediately act in acis full of
the goodness of the Lord. In to reflect that there are those who have cordance with the truth brought
before
forest receSses never explored by man, pursued. the opposite course, and have them.
there are innumerable forms of loveliness ; thereby seemingly done more injury than
0-0-0
>
In impenetrable ocean depths brightest they or others could counterbalance by
THE
SUNDA
Y-SOHOOIa
pearls lie hidden from age to age; yet the persistent efforts of years.
It is
To
bring
the
young
and old together
there is no waste, for all bespeak the pleasant, however, to reflect that the
for the study of the Word of God is the
love of God.
His wisdom is unsearcha.
cases in which the principles
which we avowed
purpose of the Sunday-school.
ble, his ways past finding out.
are now discussing apply, are comparThe manner of doing this is a matter of
A ucble-hearted brother, after a strong atively few, and we believe t
they are opinion.
:
conflict, entered on tae work of prepara- becoming fewer year by year,
The rule
An essential element in the ‘upbuilding
tion for the ministry.
He was very suc- is 30 permanent and invariable that minto be full of little
cessful, and had nearly completed his isters and <hurches ¢d-operate, that any of a Sunday-schoolis
works,
Especially is this true in regard
course, when the silent messenger sum- departure from
it attracts special

judgment.

‘|
MISSIONARY

ks

ness and debasement, and learn to appreciate the true, the beautiful and the
good, there is very soon a reverse of

“This Society held a meeting at half-past

Saul.
:
:
2. "The second point of which I wish
to speak’is the success of the work.
The
speaker gave statistics showing that the

corpse

who spend ten

But when we rise above all such gross-

us money to go along with the
that is so freely offered. ' For it is
both in the West and the East,
needed to promote our educational

THE WOMAN'S

exposition was clear and explicit. The
.spirit of the gospel also favors this idea.
Every man is a debtor to every other man.
The.gpostolic church was a missionary
churchy
The first ordination of which we
have any account by the Apostles was an

faction with which so many of us look on

bestowed on re-

times as much on dogs, tobacco and rum.

but only

rious searching of our own hearts as to the

Money

ligion and religious institutions is wasted

bodies 3nd do the work that the age
demands of us. May the Lord somehow

to apprehend the teachings of the Bible in

cause of the languor and drought in: God’s
«church.
There is no worse sign than the

‘separate.

to think,

be
prepared for the conclusions that‘must
follow.
Time
and
‘treasure
expended
on
mental
R. Dunn, OQ; B. Cheney,C.: F." Penney, ,
We have no right to turn it aside from
.and moral - culture are a waste to those
us
D. M. Stuart; Disbursing Com., O.B.
or
ter was, ‘‘ But when they persecute you | to turn our minds from any of the le.
who
can
see
naught
higher
than
the
algitimate conclu
Cheney, Ji A. Howe, J. Fullonton, W. H.

more earnestly is because they have failed

upon you the prime, the

‘during a long period of years, labored
and worshiped together, to’ become - hos-

neglect

How does her devotion shine in tian ministry to unite and build up, but, It is not mere assertion. ° It is eyident it is
The just so.
Itis made clear and plain, It
avarice in no case to divide and pull down.
can

of her rebuker?,

Vige-Presi-

Esql;"Ex. Com., to’ sapply‘expired terms,

tians have not taken hold of this subject;

indispensable necessity of this solemn, se-

have,

their

in such a way that

move

contrast with the selfish, thievish

the Society aims to accomplish.
in that feeble heart of ours, which is sand ‘gospel of Christ was designed for: the which
as against the Roek of the eternal purpos. | whole world, even every creature.
His | Definite action will be duly reported,
es.

a

instances

family, who

stile to each other and

Phetic §pirit4s the Best offering she could

nine, and re-elected substantially the old
receive, has been lost in the sands of time?
God forbid.
All the verities remain eter- reference to it. The speaker cited a vari- board of officers. The condition and wants
nal. The presence of the Spirit is the | ety of passages of Scripture in which the | of the Society were discussed,and various:
same. The power of the Word is the same, idea is embraced and inculcated that the plans considered for promoting the work
We

?

Judas pronounced it
waste when the
penitent woman poured ¢ostly ointment
on the head of her Saviour; but he com-

following officers elected :

W.

&c.,

Itis

to cause

members of the same

dents, O.E, Baker, B.“F. ‘Hayes: Cor.
Sec., £.N. Fernald ; Auditér, E P.Préscott,

over which we sit and cower, and try to I propose to speak of this movement from
=
get a little warmth out of them?
Do we three points of view :
believe that the rushing mighty wind of | - 1. The first of these is thé Biblical
that day, like carrents in the atmosphere,
I apprehend that why Chrismustineeds be followed by a calm, or by ‘a standpoint.
shall

residents of the same community.
a wrongof great magnitude

ban{l. of Christians, in some

ed,

as being the realization in some measure |
of Christ's ideal for his church.
Do we dressed the meeting. The grandest movesuppose—whateyer other people may do— ment of the century is that of giving
do we suppose that the fire that was Kkin- the gospel to the whole civilized world.
dled then has died down into gray ashes,

of life, which they that trust in Him

»

letters on business, remittances of money,

Bowen, D. W..C. Durgin, R. Dunn, J. J.
the might of his hand seems.to be Saal field. Finally, he said, the report will
;
ized whilst it is filtered through ‘our Weak- tell the ways and means by which the | Butler.
ness, it is all our own fault. His grace and mission force can be kept up, This must
_ The needs of our educational interests
his presence and his strength are a ¢onstant
were briefly discussed, the condition of
quantity in the calculation,—the variable- ‘be done (1) by the circulation of Mission
intelligence; (2) by systematic giving. the West being especially referred to.
ness is all with ourselves.
4
The demand for trained pastors there
"Nor do we believe, either, any of us, that But few of our churches raise funds in
‘the cause is to be found ‘in any weakening’
greatly
exceeds the supply. This is one
-+of the power or failure of the adaptation this way, (3) by the local support of of the vital interests of the denomination,
Foreign Missions; (4) by the Bible school
‘of his blessed Word, which has been the
and if it is neglected, we shall find it difanchor of his peoplein all generations. I in India.
lie
spoke a moment ago about the Pentecost
Rev. E. N. Fernald, of Maine, then ad- | ficult to- keep pace with other Christian

wind blowing in an opposite
direction?
Do we believe that the river of the water

in the church

tended by the presence of the Spirit.

President,,

helpers have been withdrawn from the

and

while

there are usually those who were born,
have always lived and expect to die, as

Editor.

i

community,

morning prayer meeting, which was at-

and will’ appear in the next printed Report. The Treasurer’s report was adopt-

wives,

of any

A All communications ‘desighed. for ‘publication shouldbe addressed to the Editor, and all

Lewiston, Me, last spring, were adopted,

inthe

Western

.

meeting of the Education Society, which
was fairly well attended. as amendments to the Constitution
and the By-laws,
submittedBy ‘« “committee ap
at

and seven unmarried women. And this
force should be regularly kept up. Since
Dr. Phillips came frofm the mission field,
a little more than two "years sgo, eight

have carried it where the rays smite it
. ¥ with
less Vath
fervency. . .RI
.
;
hen. we have.
' but occasional

i

A. H, Huling,

EDUCATION SOCIETY. |.
‘At half-past eight there-was a husiness

Thejthird word is occupy.

field at least seven men and

-.ereign withdrawals of that presence! and
that grace. When the winter follows the
summer, it is not because the great central
light

ms.

order Bd

OCTOBER 10, 1877.

6G. F. MOSHER, Editor.

Rev. A. H. Whitacre, of Ohio, led the

of | |

field. ‘We ard in daty Bound tb range
to va
we do Wellthe work a

presence of God in his Son and his Spirit,
with his church. : We believe that the
abundance with wh
he pours out his
grace upon us is always the same.
e do

and’ the

THURSDAY.—FORENOON.

word is transfer. There are mission
societies which, wouldbe glad tp have our

be-

WEDNESDAY,

audience was dismissed.

.that our knowledge of it may become more r Siblity is committed to us, “Thrée words
intense and profound, and may lead to may indicate the line of action which we
practical results.—‘‘ Why shouldest thou
All three of these words
be as a man astonished?” And he himself are to pursue.
has answered the question : ‘‘Our iniquities are used. One of them is Abandon, ji Let
testify againg us; our backslidings are us abandon the Mission.”
This word is
many;
we have sinned
t - thee.”
The second
Brethren, whatever other people may say, used by discouraged men.
tracing

* ++

of thought, sand

that so he nay present
the trutoth
them

cases, the statement

of truth

does not ac-

.complish anything/
The truth needs to be
opened, explained, and. made clear to the

Resolved, 9. Thatwe will not consent to

any

compromise in -the

master

of the

right of private judgment, liberty of speech
and the, independence of ithe . churches,

or ecclesiastical control over their internal

apprehension
“of ‘the hearers; and the affairs, or.in matters, of faith and prac
| préacher should study men aud their modes tice that do not enter essentially into
Foy

.
oy

ie

of

if we
order

was pronounced by Dr. Phillips

‘and even more sacred than his personal
and temporal welfare. Active ministers
are but seldom the permanent residents

ny

as
in

fewnotices had beengiven,the benediction

The Homing Star.

ras

not
but

thrilling speech. At its conclusion,
after a

port. ‘The facts given will be contained
in the annual report which will be prénted
and circulated among the churches. The
area of our field is upwards of 7000 square
miles. This area contains a population

Phillips,

1 ro

also he asks

the ‘question in order to prepare the way
for driving home the convictions given in
the answer which follows. We have in like
manner to ask the question,
did not know the answer,

presented a statement for his annual re-

L.

LS

But

dition of men in all lands.

of the

This is but a mere outline of Bio.Dunn's

James

a

land?”

Secretary

then

Rev.

ra

__“the cause,
of this anomaly.
The prophet’s
interrogation
is no doubt
a complaint, the
form. in which a loving and humble, and
therefor¢ bold remonstrance with God
casts itself: ‘“ Why shouldest thou be as a
stranger ‘in the

Corresponding
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Society,
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the solemn need for earnest searching as to
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REESES PATENT

LF.
A
" ;
In Houlfo
]
init
meeting-house, | was educated i
united influence to aidin the accemplishment | We have a comfortable little
inyior, “both of
ics 61Mr.bods
Mr. Join Tay N,lorB.andSept. 29,
Dublin, ‘Woodstock,
ColiegnEpiscopal
B Trinity
us about $3,000 | ‘and is an Irishman.
built four years ago, which cost
Leroy
H. bolbroth
The ¥rish
of this much desired end.
S. White, both of Ludlow, Me. - The prefsing need of to-day is the payment and is nearly all paid for. On the whole we Church has two bishops of the same name, and Miss Addie
nrham,Sept. 2
ev, D. L,
Edge:
re
Michael 0:00 nor and Mrs. Abbie a Riche son both
;
five years, we have full confidence in the of the subscriptions. and notes already due. regard our pyospect§ as very good. The next father and son.
of
Farmington, N. H.
In So, Boston,
Mass., Sept, 29, by
Rev. B. Minard,
Christian life and characterof our pastor, These oughtto be met at’ once without the session of ou} Q. M. meets with us, commenc- According to the minutes of the Gener:
Franklin T. Phillips, of Lewiston, Me., and Miss
Rev. George KF. Pentecost, and unani- labor and expense to the Board of sending an ing on Dec. 7, The churchat Madelia is near al Association (Congregational) of Iowa | AL
han, of © brooke nF 0 s
NH
. B, parsonage in
Néw
Durham,
N. H.,
t.
mously decline to accept his resignation, agent all over New England to collect them. ly doubled in numbers and influence. They
Bb Bove d. 8. Neali'Mr, Elwin 8, Flanders and Miss
there
are
in
the
State
225
¢hurches;
196
have
no
house
of
worship,
but
are
intending
and request him to withdraw the same.
Shall there not be a prompt, and hearty: reSi
'wombly, both of Belmont.
Sept. 29, Mr.
Baris W. |Howe and Mrs. Abbie F, Horne, both of
These resolutions were adopted by a sponse? Let those who have promised to. aid to build as soon as. the grashopper plague ministers, of whom 51 are not preaching;
comes
to
an
end,
which
they
are
hoping
18
at
|
and
14,761
m
(
them
for
voting
in
cancelling
this
debt
on
RE
ai
that
the
In SonthW
rboro’, Me., July
8, by
Rev. J. 8.
members
141
rising vote,
Mr. oeon J. Ohadiouns and Miss Eliza A.
of Whoin
pmbets,
:
Nearly all the crops were Pderoyed
been received
duriig the
year,2,731
1,750hyveof Potter,
Fiske, both of W.
!
and not one against. The hearty unanim- whole anioufit be pledged, now profaptly meet hand.
last year, and through fear and want of seed, them on profession, making a net gain
On Block Island, Sept. 20,by Rev. Geo. Wheeler,
«And dito SHIN
ity of this action of the (¢hdreh ‘must af- theth pledges, “ 1"
Mr. Freeman Mott and Miss Caroline J Allendanghe
but little was sown this year. . I'preach to this
.
If
évery
one
will
do
this,
the
office
of
Agent
tet
of 4vam, Faward Allen, both ofB. .
i
ford especial” gratification to thé pastor can soon be declared vacant.,; The bonds; the church once in four;weeks. , Our great
In
Ashland,
N.
a 4
y Rev, J.T, Ward,
.
f
o
r
more
men
who,
ara,
commissioned,
to
go
number
of'chilldren
in
the
Sunday
Schools
George
£'.
Whittier:
of
Foohil
and
Miss
Alor
the
'of
lovers
all
to
and of encouragement
Inlorest on which must be had semi-annually,
to!
ner,
figitd
TN
+iitidoin
=
17,260.
18
to
1
£08
th
preach
and,
world
he
In Phoenix, N.Y. Sept. 11, by Rev. J. H. Durkee
cause for Which they are bravely standing can be calledfn, and the Institution be relief In
Mr, Patrick Roa
bv
hy Lucinda Din,
n, both
Are
ge large | The Jubilee Fund of.$100,000 for the of
ity
ature, There are
a number
of0
Hinmanville, N. Y.
Sept. 14, Anthony
Davis, of
their ground.
&d from the hee bu hana debt, Rodi
f
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Stencil Letters Figures
With Fancy Borders and Ornaments. | i

Newd& Valuable

1 | Over dismissions did deaths of 1777. The

—
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h

"

present, and hopefulness . for

uD
de-

the

failure to do so is. weakness

ment,

ALE

LY

gathered of our brethren who hitvéot united

future; the

with any church and*wiso those who

and. fiscourage-

Td

ABLE

\
BHC {1 BR

who

Bro. C. L. Plumer, formerly
Methodist in Deacon’s orders, but

for

social worship

Malvern;
Scribner;

‘body of our workmen.

some

Husiness

George;

L. MALVERN,

Munsey.

BRIEF NOTES,
Central Institute, by the President of its
Board of Trustees, will meet & ready response.
The Institute must be'saved: It will be if its

al

else.

Miss

Parks was appointed to speak
bath-school on Friday evening

Benominationd etvs.

:

Bg:
Next sess

)

a

For several years the State ‘of

-commb-

-Ohjo River, Y. M,, to say the least, is very
good. A spirit of liberality with respectto all

\situation of its building,~of its corps of ex.
cellent teachers, of the course of study—thor-

tion is fast taking hold of the churches. The
ministry of the Y M. is 8 noble self-sacrific-

its alumni, and indeed of the students who
\ave been connected with it, =1 do not need
ty speak. Its a school eminently deserving

promises to be a

7.

serious debt, under which it has prosecuted its

This be-

work with no little embarrassment.

"came 80 serious at one time that it’ was feared
it might pass out of thie hands of those who
founding it. But
were instrumental in

agent, Sec-

through thedabors ‘of its ‘present

onded Uy tire héarty co-operation of its friends,

in the fall of “1875, a sufficient amount had
been pledged to extinguish the debt. Of ‘this
amount quite a large proportion was
on the condition of securing a sum

promised
sufficient

to meet all the liabilities of the institution.

As

soon as this sum had been pledged, the agent
at once set hitnself tothe task of turning these
pledges into cush or notes, Some paid at once,
rejoicing that the end seemed so near, others
gave thei’ notes and have’

been

since

coneluddd two
till this time.

This has béen to him'as Well us the friends of
the school, a serious disappointment. The delay on the part of someto meet their pledges

and the refusal'éf othersto: do so at all has
delayed the conclusionof this work where the
end seemed80 DAL, | ©

HUT

oe

‘At the last anniial meeting ot tne Board of
Trustees the Agent and Treasurer tendered
his resignation to take effect the first of Sept.

last. ' This he was inducéd to withdraw for a
Timited period by the solicitation of ‘the Board,

with the pledge that the friends of the school
should co-eperate with him in the effort to pay

off the ie “Ab the same time it was decided
to call in a8 fast ag

possible, ‘the’ Howds which

had een ibid Ror ths anticipate their ma-

"turity, In'orderto do th it will be ‘neciésvas

of sdid institutefo’ give ‘their
ry for the friend
v;

|
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favorite
James R. Murray. P. P. Bliss, and other
it,
examine
who
all
by
writers, is pronounced
similar work.” The best
“Unequalled by any
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answers that perplexing: question: “Hew to
—
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Perry Davis’ Pain Killer |

‘The names af those
whe will subscribe for the pro
mey be sent eitherto Dr.
posed F, Baptist
James L. Phillips, Pascoag, R. I., or to this office.
«
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38
PER ORDER.

JEFFERSON Q. M.—Held its last session with
the church in Depauville.. There was &
number of visiting brethren from abro: y al
OAKLAND Q. M. will be held with the Highland
ning sermon | church, Oct. 12—14, Opening sermon he Frid day. ¥ at
‘though few mimsters. The
of
|
iy».
x by Rev. J, Rogers.
+, E. M. COREY, Clerk,
wus delivered by Bro.. A.

State in the upbuilding of F'. B. interests. At
the last session of our Y. M, we had the pres-

was
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manifested and
)

barmony prevailed.

ByW.O.
PERKINS’ SINGING SCHOOL.
Perkins. This, like the “Encore,” is a n excellen
and
Book,
School
Singing
as
well
as
Glee Book,
will be a fine book for Conventions and for easy
instructive
Good
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and
practice in Choirs
per doz. 3

CORINTH

Q. M, will hold

its next session at Waits
CHESTER DICKEY, Clerk.

ginia,

We have a few noble-hearted

brethren

there struggling against great odds, indeed,
and it is to be hoped they will gel assistance
They have just exgoon from some source.
a call to the writer to settle in their
tended

2.

OLIVER
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I labored during the past winter

Medo

&

with the’

Madelia|

Janesville and

Bufort,

disfavor up. |

Semj-Centennial Anniversary of the First General

ptist denomination:
nferénce of the Freewill 3
ere will
be a meeting at Tunbridge, Vt. (East
1ll) where the above named Conference was organ, to celebrate that event, commeneing Oct. 23, and
coutinuing three days, The exercises will cons ist in
historical addresses and sermons upon our distincte doctrices. Ample provisions will be
provided
r all Wi may attend.
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Beligions Sigeellany,
Twenty Baptist churches have been orgnnized among the Creek Indians, nearly
all of which have Indian pastors.
The. fourth

annual

convention

of

the
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only in name.
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of meetings in the Chicago Tabernacle this
converted into stores, is altogether
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ible,
Home

Life in the Bible,
and Our Father's

House.

No Books ever published have received such
universal approval from the Press, Ministers and
The choice reading,
leading men everywhere.
fine steel engravings, and

bindings, make
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home, Ove sample sells all
welcome in every
Send for terms. Begin a paying business at once.
J.C. McCURDY & €o., Philadelphia, Pa,
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SONG HERALD.” _

"THE

New Edition Ready.
Cents;

1923 Pages. Price 75

$7.50

a Dox.

Are You One of the 90 and 9
This is the title of a new sacred song that is becoming widely popular. It has a thrilling effect
when wel sung;
Price 35 cents.

MUSICAL VISITOR.

CHURCH’S

The INDEPENDENT JOURNAL of MUSIC
The new volumn, beginning with October number, will excel any of the preceding in every particular. Seud stamps for full particulars for the
new year, and proof that the Visitor “does, actnally give over $20 for $1.50.” Address

JOHN CHURCH, & CO.,

mail,

FURNITURE,
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cle will remain unchanged till next spring,”

Dover, N. H.
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month, after which the building will be
Mr. Moody

My Shin.

~F Sterling—J Thompson—M Woodward—H Wilkin-

States.

No. 2, Hanson

THOMAS MURPHY,

stamp
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SINGING CLASSES and CONVENTIONS

St., opposite the old tavern, or at the Post-ofiice,
will be promptly attended. to."
;

sendin

-

already ovdered 21% copies.”

:-- There. certain
his never before ‘a pesred a
book of musical instruction and beautify music,
"so complete in all its departments as

i

Gardener,

TEACHER
—FOR—

F. Nealley (No. 9,

residence,

J. E. Ditson & Co.,
Thain
Successors to Lee & Walker,

WRITES,

50 Basket Bristol, Eancy Plaid, Embossed Phan.
tom, Marble, and many other styles sent post.
paid for 25 cents. All the latest styles kept eon.
stantly on hand, and printed at prices that defy
competition. “Address all orders to.
GEO. E. TERRILL, Underhill Center, Vt.

churches, with good success. About 150 commenced anew life, about 75 of whom have
joined the churches, The Medo & Bufort
church was very nearly extinct and existed

n is hot able to susnow in a good conditiobut
tain preaching all.of the time, I preached ‘to
them once in three weeks. The. church at
Janesville has been struggling through difficulties to become established, Their numbers
were few and would compare ‘favorably’ with

Morrill’s New Block).
All orders left at my

DITSON & CO., Boston.
Boy

«THE SONG HERALD is a Grand Book,
have

Joshua Varney, and to Mr. B.

-

A LIVE

ecto fs. a safeguard against all InToad 3 that
interfere with Fruit or Ornamental
rees, and is far superior to anytbing in use in the
market. It is a Compound
Vegetable Substance. It, stops the Canker and Currant
Worms, it prevents the Heser from settlin

will be sure

hope I shall have the prayers and sympathies
of all concerned in the Master's cause.

Valley Q. M. Items.

That we look with extreme

on any attempt to change our denominational
name or polivy.
:
3. That we commend to the attention of the
churches in this Q. M., the duty of sustaining
the publications of our own denomination, .
Next session with the church at Gilbert's
A. B. WILSON, Clerk.
Mills, Jan. 4—6.° =

midst and labor for them, and agI go there 1

Blue Earth

M. will hold its riext session in
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and pan

well attended and spiritual. One sought
nville, Oct. 17, Tir will be at Newton Station on
ednesday morning to convey those who may come
found Christ, and one wanderer returned to
ted
:
in
the
cars. Large numbers very desirable.
God.
The following resolutions were adi
JOS. FULLONTON, Clerk.
fi- | |
Resolved, 1. That we renewedly
{
i),
delity to the principles of our denomination,

Rr

All teachers and convention holders are invited
to insure their success this seagon by using one of
these books. For sale everywhere, Lop! es sent
.
post-free by mail, for retal il price.

around the roots, and. PIROMOTES
TH.
-Next session occurs on Friday, Dec. 14, con. | River, Get. 19-21.
ence of our esteemed brother, Rev. M. H. tinuing over Sund haand willbe held with the | —OTISFIRLD QM: Will convene with — Turner- GROWTH OF THE TREK.
Abbey, State evangelist, who is af present churchat Philadel
¢hurch, at Kast Hebron, Me., the first
Wednesday |
. Ho HARRIMAN, Clerk.
dud Thucady r in Nov.
Conference, Wednesday, at
traveling in the interest 'of the Evangelistic
‘Prayer meeting, Tuesday evening at 6 1-2,
M.
A.
1-2,
Board of the General Association of Free
done with the best of udgmant, and every, one
last session with | BM:
ink , WHITNEY, Clerk.
OSWEGO Q. M;
W. Woodman, Mr.
Communion Baptists of Ohio. The plan of the church at Constantia.
warranted. I refer to Hon. C.
he meetings were

raising an” endowment fund of twenty thousand dollars, the interestof which shall sustain five evangelists in the bounds of the
State, is certainly a very laudable one; and if
edrried into effect will prove a source of incalI desire to call the attention of
culable good.
the brethren to the F. B. cause in West Vir-
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fine book has’ already been used by: thousands;
who have had but one opinion as to its , admirable
collection of Sacred Music, of Glees, Quartetts,
practice. 1tis a capTrios, Duets, Songs, &e., for
Singing Class Book.
ital Glee Book as well as
Thorouzh Instructive Course, 75. cts.; or $1.50
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per dozen.
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Wed. Oct. 831. Ministers’ Conference, Tuesday Killer; as: many worthless nostrums are attempted
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. any
o
One Jet of Jives (©)
preceding, at 2 o’clock, P. M.
$
tobe sold on the great reputation of this (xd
able medicine.
BAILEY, Clerk.
These goods are plated with pure silver on
heavy coating of hard white nickel. Every deDirections accompany each bottle, *
3
scription of plated ware, from ordinary to finest at
SPRINGFIELD Q. M.—Heldits last session Price, 25 cts. 50 cts, and $1 per bottle. | cost. All
gods warranted as represented.
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with the church at Enfield, Sept. 1, 2. SickSilverware, 64 Cortlandt street, N.Y.
Please mention Morning Star.
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and enlivened the social gatherings by their
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camp-meetings being
held in the vicinity at the same time, the attendance ‘was not
what it othérwise would have
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with more benefit secured to the patient than
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: rub El

is the most unexceptionable of:
correctives and
alteratives. The reasons for this
belief are obvious. It forms a delicious and most refreshing
ght, relieves the bowels of all acrid matter |
hont pain, allays fever, induces sleep, strength‘ens digestion, neutralizes acid in the stomach,
cures
flatulency, acts as a gentle stimulant, tones
the tender uerves, .mmd never gripes the patient.
What family can afford to be without such a resource in sickness, Sold by alt druggists.
J

with double the quantity of any liquid oil. The
most delicate stemach will'not reject it. Sold by

a
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They restore the Neryousand Debilitated,
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the best selling Aviicle on the market,and are
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For lung diseases the most mild, bland and nutri- | We

at Mechanic Falls, | Tw

paying

interest. Some, to this time, ‘have done nei. ther the one nor the other. So that the agent's
work which seemed so mearly
years ago has been continued

of

ing band

of

building
‘The erection of the Institute
the burden of a
brought npon the Institute”

.

enti

throughout the

enterprises

the benevolent

\by any literary institution in the State,~of the

“the best things that can be said
in its favor,
&
and worthy of the largest patronage.

Next session will be

{ng meetings at Shooks Prairie, with good success. Some of the hardest infidels in the
neighborhood have come to Christ.
BRO. WILLIS PALMER writes from Berlin
Cross Roads, Ohio, that the general interest

of a teacher in the Normal Department; the
principal itself; to become a portion of the
fund of ¢he Institution in ten years from the
time of the appropriation, provided the Institution shall have at that time a certain
amount of unembarrassed property 8s was
specified in the legislative act.
Of the location of thé. school,—not excelled

among the Free Baptist

ed

for tliree days
meeting. £ach churchiisidt liberty 10 select a
preach; er, and hold meetings as they .may find
uty.
:

Sister Mains is now hold-

Bro. Ensign at 138,

paid the interest on $10,000 toward ‘Lhe salary

ough and comprehensive,—of the character

CLAYTON

ast session at Postville.’ ‘I'he
ommended the churchesto

came

‘having joined the South Litchfield ‘and many
word {n its interests and very cheerfully conthe Hadley’s Corners churches, There are now
!
’
)
sent.
on this street nine families ‘ all: of whose memred
charte
‘was
te
Tnstitu
l
Oentra
Maine
The
bers are praying ones. Fifteen men and their
Ten
1866.
Feb,
in
Maine
‘by the legisiature of
wives are among the converts, and went by
ently
perman
years ago this present full it was
twos, husband and wife together,hand in hand,
offered to the. public. ‘A -yesr liter a large into the water and were baptized. ‘The work
and fine brick building wij erected at a cost of
is still going on, more abe giving their hearts
more than $30,000. ' The first graduating class to the Master and will be baptized.
i
Its
t.
was in 1869, and consisted ef one studen
Another correspondent (C. C.) writing a
.
y-five
sevent
r
numbe
now
graduates
Maine has few days later places the number baptized by
»
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on until mostof the adjoining neighborhoods
‘catight the flame, atid up to'this, I have taken
foto the baptismal waters 121, a large - number

say
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tious form in which Cod Liver

to the Sabof next ses-

ie Dhoasnt
H., SEWARD,
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DELAWARE &

caslonally throagl its coltinus called attention
to

ov.

large delegation

mty, and that too in the time when haying and

I have been requested

P. P. Bliss,

have tested

ees aop i hrgmibibimshig bo vill LGUage, SR
Ner

harvesting were being carried . on, Whole
families bowed together, and the. work went

to its wants.

acing

Thousands of Mothrs have placed on record their belief, that for all complaints of the
stomach and bowels to which children are sub-

Stove Polish will never use any other. A sin
gle trial will convince the most incredulous. i,
441

jon with the Walnut Creek church

fore the 4th Sunda

L.

The nine and feeds of tis Tnstitation are

10t néw to Neaders j of'the Star, for its faithful
agent and treasuref, Rev. G. WW. Bean, has oc-

on

Times ?* says, in a careful review of six
organ.
Fort Scorr Q. M.—Held its last session par ew Life and Strength to the wanin
Magnetic | of the latest and most extensively adver=
the body with Electric and
with the Union church in Bouton Co., Mo., | influence,
18 m, encircle
:
}
and imbue'the systém with a° constant

spread like fire, siidisuéhy power of the ‘Spirits

Maine Oentral Institute,
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Ladies who

-

in to' spe the wonderful work of God and- Masonville in building a
‘catight the holy flame ‘of love. The work No sssignments were made

‘influence is seldom séen 4h a farming

cessful songs, and

D. 8. SmiTH, Clerk.

their hearts to the Lord in full conseeration.

‘People from surrounding neighborhoods

Rev. E. A. Hoffman,

em’ 4
attend them through life and re-unite
the paradise of God
Next session at Burke, Dec. 7—9. Rev. R.

A. Mains came here early in Jute, ‘and dommenced holding meetings, the church uniting
with her. Men, women and children, gave

ted ©
be separa
Hever
‘morality Should
Uaik
od
Ma ) trl$

commission

and

to.

Gospel Hymns and Sacred Songs by J.H. Tenney

M. and the salvation of the : perishing, has
justly merited the respect of his associates;
and we hereby tender to his afflicted family
our heartfelt”
sympathy, and most devoutly
ma
eaven’s choicest blessin
pray God,that

}

Litchfield.
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very good to us in South

a foresight in his action’ which will ‘éoimand
the respect of all who believe that business and

small

W,
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Trade circulars mailed free on application.

M.,which added much to the interest.” A very
good season was enjoyed.
The following reso lution was ordered print.
ed in the Star:
Whereas, God in his wisdom has seen fit to
remove from this @ M. Rev. Charles Hurlin,
therefore,
Resolved, That we deeply fee 1 the loss of
our belovedbrother, who, by his devotion to
the cause of Christianity, and his persistent

J. G.

WESTERN.
;
;
farcareLp, MicH. The Lord has heen
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LAWHENCE (N.Y.) Q. M.—Held its last session at

Hand of Fellowship-by Rev. Wm. Cunningham; Prayer by Rev. A. J. Buker; Benediction by the candidate. Excellent singing was
furnished for the occasion.
D. C. WHEELER, Clerk.
EL

wisely saw that it would be better to join
hands with thie Register: --Fo-did-not-walt.|
until bis journal iad become biahkrdpt; he did

Combined

James R. Murray, T.C. O'Kane, Asa Hull, Rev.
Pokagon,with a good
will be held at R. Lowry, and other well known writers, and is
Next session of the .
pronounced one of the best books for Revival, DeBerrien Center,
D. FISK, Clerk pro tem.
votional, Praise, Camp Meetings, etc, vet pub+f lished. It contains Moody and Sankey’s most suc

D. Ci Wheeler; Ordaining prayer by Rev.
Mark Gsatchel ; Charge by Rev. D.C. Wheeler;

his own shoulders and carried it along until he

x

determination to ee | Merchan

ing a deed of the’ C. Ba List meeting-house,
had it repaired, and it wil be dedicated Oc
21. He has organized a small chorch at

Sermon by Rev.

ures by Rev. Mark Gatcbel;

(differences:

Fox use; then, like:
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-These are

Business

Clerk.

oing a good work in the Q. M. He
okagon.
at Berrien Center, Summerville and
he has succeededin obtainAt the latter pl

Rev, William Gowell; Reading of the Script-

Inquirer of New York. The latter Journal,
notwithstanding its vacation novelty, evidently
did not see its, way clear as to the,futare, The
Register pays this tribute to the integrity
of the editor and proprietor of the Inquirer:
“ Mr. Selon bravely took that journal upon

‘at

Eid. G. Jonesis
ched acceptably ‘on the Sabbath.preaches
He

Proceeded to the ordination as follows: -Invecation by Rev, D. C. Wheeler; Prayer by

friends are steadfast, and all the pledges in its
:
;
favor are kept.
the
d
absorbe
has
r
Registe
ian
The Christ

not wait until He had iuvolved avybody

and others renew

the end of the r!

The copncil called by the authority of the
Bowduin'(). M. to ordain Brother Bradbury
Sylvester, met at South Monmouth, Sept. 29,
and organized by electing Rev. Mark Gatchel,
Chairman, and Rev. D. C.. Wheeler, Clerk.

We trust that the article in another column,
calling attention to the needs of the Maine

eir

liams,

1):

*

"
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y
n Concord. Vt., Sept. 9, of consumption, Etta Wil-

number perhaps. 80,000.

Ke Ji ower o he Masts,

active in the servi

J. Ww.
Rev. J.

Rev.

Charge to the church,

meeti
manifest, in, the

Ly

Ordaining Prayer, Rev. L.

Charge tothe Pastor, Rev.
Right Hand of Fellowship,

perceptible,
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hd

Died

i

Wesleydn favors a union

between

CASS & BERRIEN Q.'M.—Held' 1t8' session | Keep’s Custom
with the Penn church,located at a place called The very best,
Jamestown. This session of the Q, M.showed
Kegp’s Patent
ns of vitality than I have observed The very best,
time.
All
the
churches
were
r a lo
represented by letter and a ood delegation. An elegant set

unanimous voteof the council, the ordination
Sermon,by Rev.
took place the same evening.

M. A. Quimby;

small bodies

ve res

E. H. Prescot,

partial examination, the candidate was found
to be in harmony with the Doctrines and
Church Polity of our denomination, and by a

* in harmony with the spirit of English history, and as they proceed they show every
day that they are capable of learning.”
It will be a sad day Ny we when as
said of the
much, at least, may not

i

of (the American Wesleyan
and ‘the . Free! Methodists.

| The

ve

Baldwinsvile, N.Y.

offered five

missionary soeiety in Central

‘The’ American

cently eojoyed a precious revival.
°
Next session will be held with the church
Sandwich Center, Oct. 23—25.

24, at 2-30, P, M., the council convened at Lowver Gilmanton, and after a thorough and im-

work in the main must be admitted to be

were

Baptist “has

Africa.

church where the meeting was held

months past preachingin the F. B. church at
Lower Gilmanton, and having* united himself

Many of their doctrines
ill-considered, but their

of 4 Baptist

-

SANDWICH Qi M~<Held its Aug session
h 1st Madison church. The attendance
8 of public/and
was not large, yet the me

ing and capable of learning what is for
a request came to the Septheir best good, lies In a great measure with that church,
|
tember
session
of
the
Belknap Q. M., from the
generinn
is
It
the hope of the country.
church, for a council to exGilmanton
Lower,
Sept.
of
Times
London
the
that
spirit
ous
amine Bro. Plumer, and, if thought fit, to or.21, says of the organizations of British dain him to the work of the Gospel ministry
workmen: *“The Trade Unions have done according to F. B. usage. On Monday, Sept.

much mischief.
are crude and.

.

Quarterly Seetings,

Finisters, and Ehurchres.

of incendiarism. In the belief that ‘the
laboring people of this country aré will-

+

English

thousand dollars toward the establishment

B. F, KELLEY.

9

.

“An

help

ER vy They can Since punting; Spateedng
INSTANTLY CHANGED

Flat
lle, and Nettie B; Rice, of Little: Utica, « Sept.
18,,Wm, Wilkinson and
Carrie
Montaigue.
At the
same tire, Frederick Root and : Annie Cook, all of

has reached $90,000 in good subscriptions.

have, but

are waiting for a minister
to éome) dnd

make of the members
_ /iear brethren ant foiends, do notitnrn away
one thing; and the now from a work which has been protracted
are
the veriest slaves,
so X much (FE sacrifice.
Let
us
meeting together of farmers or mechanics thus far i with]
af
PAR
or miners to compare notes as to the best hasten the end, so that we may soon ‘rejoice i
i+* C.F. PENNEY.
;
methods of carrying on their several pur- the victory.
Augusta,
Me.,
Oct.
1,
virsocjal
tho
e
cultivat
to
suits as well as
And it
tues, is altogether another thing.
is with ‘a good deal of satisfaction that
we note that this spirit’ of ' discrimi.
itself ' felt ‘among
is making
nation
WE are réquested to give the address of Dr.
If they do not
the workmen themselves.
L. Phillips again in the Star. Tt is
James
the tramp
‘wish to become identified with
:
simply Pascoag, Ri I.
gedto it
element of society, they mm
Ordinations.
that they cut loose from the leadership of
those agitators whose mildest cry savors
an Episcopal
structionists,

be endowment of Shurtleff College; Illinois,

ouhd ‘us where churchés could

oring of every pledge now is Mvenghty for thé

——TRADES, UNION, ORGANIZATIONS:
der the. control of demagogues and

325"
.
bi

@

Y

fray

their constitution and integrity as Bap-t{st chu
Resolved, 8. ‘That, after a pastorate of

vi,

-

>

GREE

Cincinnati,

0.; and

805

}

Broadway,

Y.

FOWLE’S

Pile & Humor Cure,
One Bottle Warranted a perfect CURE for all kinas
of PILES.
Two to four Bottles in the worst . cases of
LEPROSY, SCROFULA, RAEUMATISM,
KIDMNEYS,
DYSPEPSIA, CATARRH, SALT RHEUM

and all diseases of the SKIN and BLOOD.
and

External

use.

Entirely

Internal

Vegetable.

Money

returned in all cases of failure; none for 18 years.
$1 a Bottle. Sold everywhere. Send for Pamph»

et.

H.D. FOWLE
3

& CO., Montreal and
13teowlT
:

Bos-

JENTH CORSET
ORES
Self-Adjusting
Secures HEALTH and COMFORT
Body, with GRACE and BEAUTY

Np

9

2
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AGENTS

Samples by

Satteen,

©
0

sicians.

WANTED.

mail, in Coutil, $2:

$1.75. To Agents at 25 cts,

less, Order size two inches smaller
than
waist measures over the dress.

| WARNER BROS. 35 Broadway: NY,

~~

'

THE

MORNING

STAR,

OCTOBER

10, 1877.
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| Poetry.

young son seeing

LIFE'S GREAT
AT MISTARS.

As long as’ there's life there's hope.
Come, father, don't let us give up until
trength gives out.”
His'€xample stipulated them all to
action again, and ft r a while they worked steadily. Some were constructing a
dyke to oppose the torrent, others were
sounding with their compasses the neigh-

That murmurs to the sea of bliss;

Of all the castles that we build,
‘With fairy forms and people filled,
The vainest of them all is this:
To think & human soul may rige

From earth, and touch the bending skies,
On the frail ladder that we throw
“At random, o’er the wide expanse,
The blindest,frailest steps of chance,
But then we fling it out at will,

Deluded souls are dreaming still,

:

Is resting on the lowly eurth,

Its top must reach the highest ‘heaven. :

Nay, every step we try to gain,
Based on the faults of other men,
Is downward to thegealm of woe;
And when we thus
pt to rise

man, deliverance
death, but he did
and again when
implements with’

From lowly earth to pa
Deeper and deeper, down we go.
But as I view the motley throng
In chuareh or state, in mart or town,
With earnest heart and patient hope,

This brought a blush of shame to their

And thus their fraud pretensions swell.

|

To some the meaner gift is given .
To reach the pearly gates of heaven,

3

Be this my hope, my glory this,

‘

ua taste for
child,

Matthew, and but twelve years of age.
His father took great pride in teaching
[rom

the

rock,

seeing that he: liked it and worked with
ways.
wonderful spirit and interest
The life of miners, away down five

hundred feet below the

“Frank Finley! exclaimed

at one of contempt.”

pering words, ‘‘ Courage,

tke chickenest

the spooniest,

father, all is

surface of the

their gun gutden, with wife and ‘children
within sight and sound.
One day in the month of
Hubert Goffia descended the
his son, and over two hundred
his command.
It was about

immense;

- flowed in upon - thems. in

it

every

and

jrection

so speedily tbat the shalt was inundated
before any thought could be rgiven for
. command, or preparation. It was impossible to‘reach the “alarm. bell—that the

courageous Goffin saw—without

loss

of

life, for it was surrounded on all sides by

the burs(ing “ortent.

luscious fruits, the

Yet, it] mist (be

Why, mother,

dumbest,

he's

the finikiest,

milk-sop that ever I saw.

twinkling:
mother ?"

* What am I to put
:
minutes

you

down,

Tom wrote the figures, ‘scratched

his

head and looked into the fire.
‘many ?” asked

his

mother.

But Chad did not hear the remark.
With the first word of his mother’s reply,

my dime ber to " reckoned up as well as

“Ant

1;

never have left

misfortune

to

ow;

father.”

Would

|

Chad

and

Seth

were

ed for, an instance

of

he had rushed

for the street, slamming

and banging the doors after him.—Sarah
Winter Kellogg, St. Nicholas Jor October.
&0-0-0-0-

ANECDOTES OF ANIMALS,
CLEVER DOGS.
Shot was a very intelligent and

well-

behaved retrievér, belongiog to a gentle-

raseality,

‘Of course Toni’ could not deny

“Then

try and remember,”

widow, .* what a serious loss
minutes are to me. You know,

friends.

were

A little while

ever

after

close

ago Gaily" died;

his friend Shot sadly missed him, and refused his food, and at last died from ‘ex-

he

Hhdtistion. Tt isa touching fact that a few
nights before his death he; was foupd ly-

And sooner than

rice,

eggs,

“Rebecca; or, A ‘Woman's Secret,”by Mrs.

first time you

have

ever disobeyed

1 in 4

rections, a

fury to work bv
pe out

eh

:

master; we rh have been Bis
are.booy
younot kepl kept us here. We os
® to die. Oh, saye ush»
brought us here.
en

me,

will forg iveryou?: Then scattering

Qur stren

blacksmith any day than a lawyer.

in Eng.

of preparation

land.
Appleton & Co. have in preparation Dr,
Cunniogham Geikie’s * Life of Christ’ which

his
the
and
his
for-

with

they will publish in two volumes octavo,
maps.

The “ Book of Poetry for Children,” by
Charles and Mary Lamb, will shortly be published by Scribner, Armstrong & Co.

The late Peter Harvey’s “ Memoirs of Dan.
fel Webster’> will be published this fall by
edited

The work will be

Little, Brown & Co.

:
by Georgé M. Towle.
Tt is understood that Edwin P. Whipple will
King’s dis-

Starr

of

collection

edit a second

sufficient

courses, should the tirst meet with
public favor,

drm, gave the speaker a friendly cuff, as
who should say, ** What ! you're al it again

The third volume of Prof. Stubbs’s * Con-

are you ? Felch "em with figures, my boy !"
and dived rapidly over and under the rung

stitutional History of England,” will be ready
for the press in October, and may be expected.

_.

on

% Cancature

and’ Other Comic Arts in, All Times and Many
Lands,” with 200 illustrations,is in the press

of Harper'® Brothers.

~~

Victor Hugois writing an elaborate history

of the coup d'etat of Napoleon L,, which will
appear

in October mn French, English, Italian

bow very hard I have to work to pay rent, ‘port his weight. Bat it'is expected that
buy bread
and keep you at school, so you he will grow to a hight of six feet, and

and German sifiultanously.

should endeavor to help rather than

new book, ¢ The’
wid eden of ' Bhakspeare,” by a Manchester lady, in which his

der your poor mother.”
4 Pll run all the
said Tom.

way
i

hin-

i
the next

time,”

Shaksperea
seg

then stand upright, as the full-grown
gorilla has been seen by travelers to do.
-At present his mode of progression is like
ithat of a tumbler who is about to be pick-

birds,

beasts,

wil

and

flowers

engiched by a
will be the

feat

ures.

te
»
Tuckerman's
[edup suddetly by a pinch behind from | |___Mr.
bee patlished in Athens in Modern Greek.

loAg, long time before he was again heard

to use:the words, ‘“ Only five minutes,”—

Young Reaper,

SRST,
Gh, fd, SR

HOW TO KNOW A GOOSE.

i Mother!

-

i

Mr. James Parton’s book

side down from between bis own legs,
with a sfomposed, grayity infinitely comithat.
cal,
said the | He never attempts to stand upright; he
even five is too heavy, his attendant explained, and
my boy, his legs are not yes strong enough to sup-

mother! _ eried..a young

the clown inthe ring. He walks on his fect A, Greek newsprper speaks of it as ** the only
and bands—the latter warped in, fist shape, true picture of Grek character ever Presented
abd looking like small elub feet—and.. his by a foreigner.”

back slopes gently down from his broad
shoulders te his thin, misshapen flanks.

George P.. Putoam’s Sons bave ——

ready

the promised
‘ His
Grandmothers,” by a
bright writer who coneeals his: or ber name,

Mr. Pongo is an inferésting, if not precisely a fascinating’ animal, and the
strongest proof of his quaint suggestion

and a juvenile b ook under the clever title of
“8ix Sinners,”
Dodd, Mead & Co. will issue at an early
of kinship with his visitors is that one is date the Rev. KE. P. Roe's new story, “A
never free from a queer sense of bad man- Kuight of the Niveteenth Century,”and an enners in asking questions about him before tirely new edition of iJ. 8. C. Abbott's “ Amerhis grave, black face ; and that one leaves ican Pioneers and Patriots.”
The Germans accept Mr.
John Habberfon
him with a wish that he might have some| among the ** Standard
Ame
Authors.”
thing to do, or at least something to read.
Baron Tauehnitz has put the Budge and’ Tod«London Speotator.
die books into his lbrary of that name, paying
NESVMDNCRSIIIL
TY
Pr Sr

'N

a royalty to'théir authoryand

TR

.| proposes

OLEAR THROUGH.

_A certain little boy in Kansas, only sevMaggie as

markable

extra

tle creatures from an untimely death, the bere ! Come with me, and 1 will lead |
of owner of the house benevolently caused a you to him.”,

issue:

an

Mr. Auerbach

Suttiorizeq

German

copy

..of

the, famous

Declaration]

made by President Lincoln on Jan, 1, 1863, of

she pared the potatoes for

dinner. : Soon she pared an.

to

‘translation.
Mr. Charles G. Leland (“ Hans Breilhann™
has presented to the British Museum a ree

en yéars old, who was trying hard tobe
a Christian,’ was watching the “servant

A

the emancipatfon of the slaves in all the States

of the Union then in arms against the exect

large

tive authority of the American Republic, Thi
copy is one. bearing the autograph signatwe

of the President himself, countersigned by Nr.

Seward, Secretary of State, and with his aute‘graph.
with
haye

Only a very few copies

were

issued

these autograph signatures,
and they
now become *Xomssively difficult to pro-

eure.
The literary ANNA, of German women is one of the great results of the progressive
movement of the present century. . In certain

domains of literature our lady authors/hold the
front rank. In portraying the world of the
heart and the life of society, where the highest requisites are quick intuitions, close observation, delicacy and tact in desorption,
woman is emphatically in her true place, and
need

fear

no

rival.

Among the

which haye appeared: in Germany
last few, years, none have

been

romances

within the

more

eagerly

| sought and admired than those of E, Werner.
This writer possesses a graceful, poetic style,
rare skillin the portrayal of character and situations, and great moral and dramatie power.
The pseudonyme, E. Werner, is not a veil
thrown, over

the

thoughts

of a

young

girl

blushing at the idea of publicity, but a visor
| which conceals the powerful features of a
warring hero, IE. Werner’s talent is aggressive in allits manifestations. , She lays. bare
with perfect sincerity and with subtle irony
the deceits and shams of modern society;

priesteraft and statecraft find no mercy at her
hands. ... Although the. greater portion of.
her life has beer passed in Berlin, the author

* | of the Werner novels has taken

i

\

course

ers” is in

lawyer don’t do anything that I know
went after | he éveryday cares and ‘duties which
except to réad old papers, and shen go to covering to be thrown over them; till the|. So Nep trotted off, and 1,
and
him;
aud
Nep
put
his
nose
down
to the men ‘call: drudgery, are the weights
severity
of
the
storm
was
past.
No
sooner
|
the court-roota-and speak his piece. I
counterpoises
of
the
clock
of
time,
giving
around,
and
smelt
and
smelt,
and
then
hate to read writing, 'and I don’t like to had it subsided, than the sages of the cola bark, as if to: say, §¢ All right M its; pendulum . a true vibration, and its
ssapilel, Autseing »round the win. gave
irls. 4 ou
speak pieces,:any way, if there are
Then
he ran . down. one’ street, and up ‘hands'a regular motion, and when théy
ek
temporary
grerin
dow,
and
:
But a blacksmith’s work ’s joliy—blo ing
~ As soon as another, {ill he came to a place, where a ‘cease to hang upon the ‘wheels, the 'penhea his big bellows till the forge is red an covering 0
ie coy- crowd stood rounda (180 who had lost dulum no longer swings, the hands’ na.+}
splen d. 1 Jove to see the red-hot irons, th’ earefal: ihe was oe
longer move, the ‘clock stands still,—
‘ering
was
removed,
and
«the
most
vl has
most:
joy | both:arms in battle. |
% | and to hear the hanimer ring on the ‘anil,’
-and 10 see the sparks fly, and the strong evinced by the group on nding the young "The man bad a box-round his neck, into Longfellow.
+

Engrav-

Bryan's “ Dictionary of Painters and

fruit

people of Liege, got ahead of him, made these two boys. To use, Chad's favorite
one, which was very while and nice on
- hisiway to the bell, and sounded its death ‘word, they were not sneaks. They were with it to the usual purveyor. ' No doubt the common.
“ Through life, child, obserye that when the outside, but when cut into pieces it
peals, but ere ‘he ‘could reach his post ‘fair on the" play-ground, often _generons, it was much surprised to find that one
—again he was: iii inthe waves be [and Seth especially “had a soft spot under | piece of paper was not as goodas another. | |you meet any one who makes a greatfass showed itself to be hollow and black ‘inAt a charitable institution in Paris, a about himself, and tries to lift, his bead side with dry rot. ' Instantly Willie exneathv = ia ¢1
his sooty jacket. He was tender with all
Maggie, that ‘potato
higher than the rest of the world, you claimed, ‘“ Why,
boys and ¢ them girls” certain number of applicants were pro- may set him down at once as a goose.”— isn’t a Christian.”
The courageous Gofttn ‘did all in his the weak, Little
:
vided
with
a
dinner
daily,
on
ringing
‘a
pawer to encourage and pacify his men; knew véry well their knight.
‘“
What
do,
you
mean?’
asked Magbell, the dinver being handed throughi‘a Early Dew.
but a panic was inevitable, and many in v Chad and Seth were near the same age
gie.
Bahn.
on on o
small opening, without .the person who
their hurry, to ascend ran and stumbled —jast turned thirteen.
‘ Don't you see it has a bad heart?”
The worst thing I knew about’ Seth served the meal seeing the recipient. A
overtone another, falingand rolling over
said he.
4
watchful
dog
resolved
to
avail
himself
of
|
- One day last: week, John could not be
| was that he didn’t keep his hands and faee
into the stream and perishing.
:
However
fair
the outside may el it
Goffin took: his young son in his arms, clean. As for Chad, the grefi@st fanlt' I the opportunity of obtaining a meal. One| found. Twelve o'clock came; but no one will never do to have the heart black.
day,
when
the
people
had
all
gohe,
he
in the house had seen John since nine
thinking he would leave the living ‘tomb, found with him was that be persisted in
We must be sound and right clear
his companionship with Seth, when he seized the bell rope with his teeth, and o'clock. ‘I think he must be at the
but as suddenly changed his mind.
rang a lusty peal. A good dinner was blacksmiths shop,” said Jane the maid; through.
“Come, my brave men, said he,. ¢ let knew that his mother would have prefer© --O-o-b
soon put through the opening, and it was “for helikes to see the blacksmith shoe the |.
usto work. We'll soon work a passage red him to look higher for a friend.
speedily
devoured.
This
trick
was
at
last
horses.” So Jane ran to the blacksmith ; but
‘His mother had raised no serious objecto the light; we have food and lights
A litle girl of five ‘years of age was
detected ; but it excited so much admira- the blacksmith said he had not seen John
enough for at least three days. Noth- tion to the association, but Chad knew
equally fond of her mother and granding but faith and courage is needed,” hef*preferences, and should have respect- tiofr, that the donors of the dinner. gave that day. «1 think he must be asleep on mother. On the birthday or the latter,
the hay in the barn, said Ana the cook. her mother said 10 Wor, “My dear, you
ed them. But Seth had a great fascina- the clever dog a regular allowance.
Then turning to Matthew, he said:
SYMPATHISING SWALLOWS.
So we ran to the barn,” and first we 1ook- must pray to God to bless your grand“ You, my son, ascend as quickly as tion for Chad. He was a ‘more important factor in Chad’s enjoyment than : all
possible.”
A swallow’s nest, built in the west cor- ed in the cow’s stall, and then in the hay- mama, and that she may live to be, very
But the noble boy 1oked up ‘and ‘ ex- the other boys in the village combined.
old.” Thechild looked with sonfe Wurner of a window facing the north, was so | loft ; bat no John was to be seen.
claimed : ** No, no, father; I came with
* But his father’s a blacksmith,’ Chad's much softened by the rain beating against
« What shall we do? said his mother. prise at*her mother, who perceiving it,
~ you, and I will not leave you. I can mother said one day.
it, that it was rendered wunflt to support «1 hope he has not fallen down the well.” said, “Well, will you not pray to God to
work too. See!” And he canght up his
« How can Seth help: what his father the superincumbent load of pretty, full- “1 will ask ‘Nep,” said 1." Nep is our | bless your graudmama, that, \ she may be- pick and drove it. against the resisting is?” Chad asked warmly. «If we boys grown ‘swallows.
Daring a storm the dog. So1Itook one of John’ mittens, come very old P” - “*Ah, mama !” said the
i) with the strength and energy of % had the -bossing of our fathers, Seth nest fell into the lower corner of the win- and held it to Nep's nose, and then led | rohild, ¢ehe is very old already; I will
ma
wight bave had his a lawyer, and I'd had dow, leavitg the young brood exposed to Nep td'the well ; but Nep shook his head, as rather pray that she may: ‘become young
How silly to think that John is again.”
“« Work away, then, dear It is the mine 4 ' blacksmith: = I'd : rather be a all the fury of the blast. To save the lit ifto say,
mal

extending

Caroline F, Corbin, a novel, to be published
by Jansen, McClurg & Co., will deal with several phases of the woman question .
A new and thoroughly revised edition of

“His present value is five thousand
pounds!” was spoken, he withdrew his

I

immediately

Bronte,”

octavo volume,

to the compass of an

his tougue about, and when the sentence,

daily tod butehier, with'a n0(®’ desiring rook”
him to supply it with a certain quantity| “Oh, white creatures, screaming and

lose all his

Mr. Swinburne ‘will publish

“ A Note on’ Charlotte

mulato a freshly-arrived batch of specta-

they considered fun the chief’ end .of of food.« Noticing tat it always received running and straining their necks and
boys. They
sometimes pursued J its meat in return for the written pauper, plding their heads ever so high. See,
+ men and comfadés he must make the ven- [§ 4
tlessly, perhaps ‘rec
other, there they go!”
| the arifal animal one day thought it would
- ture;
but some ene whose. vame; is. lost, li fenviolated the ooh
pur- obtain an extra meal, and picking up a
* Geese, my son, merely geese Mealmly
but who' “is “still “94 the *‘mémory- of the suil. Bot there was nothing megn about
piece of paper in the street, off he went replied the parent bird, looking over, the |
- sounded.

till.

tors. Mr. Pongo had quite an irresistible
air of enjoying the proceeding; he, rolled

that he had all the good qualities of a good flight, *‘ I'm so frightened ! I've seen sigh
fight! »
man, and none of his bad ones.
hat sight,"my son?” asked the old a
Mr. Wood tells of a dog that was sent

Indeed,

sleeps

funny to see him lying negligently on
back, in a slanting upward position on
ladder, one hand dangling downward,
the other thrown around the neck of
friend, as the latter repeated his brief

ing Veside Gaily’s grave. His master says rook, returning hurriedly from its’ first

and Seth were two young democrats; full
to the brim of life and spirit, who liked

and

et; of the ladder; Jooking at the tndience-up--| fore. Christmas.

On'ote ‘ecasion he earned

Shot, and the two

bed,

He

and vegetables, ‘He is on. the best of
terms with his attendant, and it was very

to the same gentleman) was once saved
| bis mother’s lesson to heart; and it was a
from drowning in Windermere Lake by {

chief,
_The trath of the matter was that Chad

else,

** Bat when I send you. for inyting

¥

yours, hasn't it?”

* in

wine and waler, bread,

Tow Price was a sharp lad, and ‘soon
proved the truth of the widow's state-

“No, no; T don’t want you to do that. .
I
only
want you to bear. in mind tbat
a nice sumrof money by performing at a
our
lives
are made gp of those syme miubazaar, for the benefit of the (POOK people
utes,
and
that we can not afford to throw
in the infirmary.
them away just as we please.”
A'terrier named Gailly (also Wlonging
Like a sensible fellow, Tom Price took

clever tricks;

could assert nothing more definite -than
that they were always up to. some miis-

fun better than anything

satd the mother.

By kindness and a~ | man-at Doncaster.
cronies,
tience, he had been taught to do many

great

their

ound;

goes to bed at eight every evening,

*

Lo Sweden 1044 new works were published
in 1876, 192 of which were in the ology, 166 in
general literature, 126 in history, and 8 in phi
losophy.

man,” and eats numerous meals with. unfailing appetite.
Once a day he has an ample repast of
roast meat and potutoes; and his break.
fast, luncheon and supper consist of milk,

ment.
*
\# So it does, mother,” he said.

ed, saved I” was echoed ' and’ re-echoed,

“ My Girls.”

hand under his cheek on the pillow, like a

waste

old trump. May n’t1 go, mother?” *‘ Yes, I suppose’ so; bat T'don’t see
‘why boys have to catch all the slang that’s

night gives way with a thundering noise,
and light streams in upon them, © ** Sav-

The Appletons inaugurate a new * Experi.
mental Science Beries”—designtd to teach beginners how to make experiments—with a
volume on ¢* Light.”
Miss Alcott promises to find a new volume
in ** Aunt Jo's Scrap-Bag.,”
It will be about

us, ‘“ulways lying on his side, with his

abandoned
ny men,” said the courageous
miner, ** I should never have dared to
bebold the light.”

the

pire.

eight in the morning,” his attendant told

have

their lips,

separates day from

and

a very. comfortable

side in toss-up, ‘cause the other fellows
won't have him,
I tell you, Seth’s a high

from

It includes all the necessaries

of the em.

schools

kin for use in the primary

cliasbs, and

many of the luxuriesof civilization,

in a

Fin the course of a day.”
Would thirty be too

glorious

Eaton’s
Prinary
Arithietio? has been
translated into Chinese, and pablished in Pe.

that he is happy enough in his artificial
life.

“ Wéll, begin with five, and then tell

me how many more

Proctor.

bounds and fights, the long migrating
journeys of the gray-coated community,
booming, inarticulate speech which was
the language of his tribe; and jt may be

leave the mine.
“If I had had the

fallen

great barrier which

though Chad's father) was a lawyer, and

rushed

for only five minutes.”

Tom had his slate’ on his kuee

or.
Joaquin Miller has been recently styled:
"““ The Epic Poet of the Wigwam.”
G. P. Putnam’s Sons will publish the “Myths .
and Marvelsof Astronomy, ” by Pref, & A.

conditions of his European cercer.
Perhaps he was too young when the
hunters took him to have any dreams now
of the deep, cool, dark forest, the great

while tears of joy were shed, and prayers.
of thanksgiving were offered up.
Goffin and his son were the last to

At last they hear stroke

February, | Seih's was a
Smith. Bat, then, the
shaft with ove was a very good blacksmith, aud the
men nnder other a very poor lawyer, and this lessenten o’clock ed the soeial gapi
in the morning. All were at work, and:
There was an opinion floating about
none more interested and happy than the village, that Chad and Seth were bad
young Matthéw, who whistled and sang boys. But the evidence for this was very
to the motion of his pick.
intangible. People were ready enough to
Suddenly all were
startled by the pronounce them ‘a pair: of precious
burséing of water through an old cutting. young rascals,” buf when a map was askwas.

the

Chad, with

He parts his hair in the middle, and wears

Napoleon presented to
earth, is a perilous oye. From the time | The Emperor
(voffin the Cross ' of Honor, ‘and placed
they . step into. the bucket-like basket
which sinks into’ the ‘pit, a ‘pall’ ‘of dan- his sen at the Lyceumiof Liege. The lad
ger enshrouds them, and all that sustains died three years afterwards, ‘and . his father lost his life by the explosion of a
them is hope and faith. The suffocating
mine on the 11th of June, 1821 —Chrisvapors, the explosive gnses and the mass;
es of earth over head, they seem to give tian Union.
i
2
at
no thought to, but work on as much
OHAD AND SETH.
their ease as if they were digging in

The gush

pn

¢ I did so, mother, until 1 Po to Mr.
Gaskill’s,” he replied ; * and then I stayed to have a look through the window

Tom did not think so.
;
curls stringing down his back. All the
“Very well,” continued Mrs. Price,
fellows cull him Fanny,—all except”—and
Chad's cheeks flushed and his eyes bright- ‘“there are three hundred and sixty-five
ened with trinmphant vindication .of his days in a year, and half an hour for each
friend,
—*¢ all exept Seth, mother; Seth day gives you a total of one hundred and
never calls him names; he always stands eighty-two and a half hours, or neatly
up for Frank. He takes Fraok in his lap eight days’ time, lost in twelve months.”
Tom Price put his pencil between his
on the sled, just like a baby, to keep him
from tumbling off. And Seth's the best lips and stared at the sum before him.
skater on the pond; but he often loses the ~ «Suppose you put down two hours for
race, when we boys ruce, because he’s each day instead ofthirty minutes,” added
got Frank Finley, tugging him along. his mother; *‘ that will show a loss of
And Seth always chooses Frank on his more than a month in the year.”

—it approaches.

children,

his third

"him to extricate ibe ore

is n't another boy tg. play with. Now!”
“There s Frank Finley,” the mother sug‘gested.

going well,” an indistinct sound pierced
the rock. Ob, joy! it grows upon them

THE LITTLE MINER BOY.
Far back into the present century in
the little- village of "Aud, mear Liege,
there lived a miner by the name of Hu-

was

‘Why dop’t you come straight

home, when you know By time's’ so pre-

without

Seth. ' That's all there is about it. . There

but as he took ‘his father's hand, and
smoothed it affectionately, with the whis-

words have

mining,

son as he gave her the article he had been

mean.”

fun’

He means to learn to read, Jaws press, from the pen of Mr. Isaac Tay.

LONDON'S PET GORILLA,

the jolliest boy in: the
any

Literary Notes,
Mr, George P, Lathrop is understood to be
al work upon a novel.
.'D, Lothrop & Co. will make a holiday book
out of * The Ninety and Nine?
¢ One Year Abroad,” by. the brilliant au.
thoress of * One Summer,’ is now ready,
A “ History of the Alphabet? is in Macmil.

Mr. Pougo is in excellent héalth now, |’
“ The Greville Memoirs,” Disraeli’y og
bat has had two illnesses” since he was
thair,” and Ure’s ‘ Dictionary” have ald reach. .
sold to Dr. Falkenstein of the Prussian ed wide circulation.
Natural History Expedition, for two gal
The Metallurgical Review, a néw monthly »”
lons of rum, and exchanged his chai’ in JDegah publioat fon with the September num.
an African village for the more tolerable ber.

sickly kind.

He's

Can

Odd.

town, and

Caxele

had

noise with it,

but when the last candle gave out, #nd
their food also, and they could no longer
see each other, and nothing but sobs and
cries of rage were heard, then must the
scene have bgen appalling. No words of
Matthew could stimulate or silence them;

I can’t have

takes his bath.

1 think he will like a book better than a
drim.—Monthly Reader. .

the widow, “ and thed you'll see what I

upon stroke, and in shouting receive an
‘answering shoat. “ Saved, saved!” they
and ere the
shriek, in their excitement,

there was but one who

guard while: John

Eiterary Bebisto,

man's

you see him? John'is to bave a dram,
but I hope he ' will’ not make too much

Seth ait any of your

Where’er a brother sought relief,
Where’er was work for man to do,

six

ing Iraek; each division taking its appropria
station, commenced instantly to
work; and Yj
night-fail they had
jointly completed an arghed canopy over
the young brood 1n the corner where they
Jay, and securely covered them against a
succeeding blast. Calculating the time
oceupied by them in performing
this piece

cious?”

The

little daughter played on a hand-organ.
And there stood our little John. He had
been so pleased, he did not know how fast
the time had gone by. I led him home,
and he says he will not stray away again
without leave.
John has a tin soldier, who fry

them, the members ofithis as sembled com
munity, arranging themselves-into work-

sent for.

Tr

which the folks put money.

feeding

the time, he’s bad.

My passport to the world of bliss,
On earth, or o’er the swelling flood :—
‘“ Where’er a spirit pinedin grief,
To God and manhood he was true,
And promptly did whate’er he could.”

After

faces and had the power to console them,

and again their failing strength revived;

Some say the right will ne’er prevail,
Some hope for gain when others fail,

and unhurt.

Only five minutes,” repeated the widow, ‘‘ means a great deal when you come
to reckon them all up.”
say he is.”
Tom Price looked at his mother as if he
He ain’t bad,” said Chad, warmly.
had
not understood her,
:
‘‘ He ain’t any sneak. Folks think if a
«Just reachs«down your slate,” added
fellow don’t stay in the house and read all

but babies, and didn’t deserve to live.

One-half seems nobly building up,
The other half seems tearing down.

that

is at Hand.” He feared bottom of that big red sand-hill—don't
notfeel its approaches ; you know ?—by Squire Bower's. Tell me,
they threw down their mother, if I may go.”
nsults and threats, he
“I'm afraid Seth’s a bad boy; people

silenced them with his boldness and courage. He told them they were nothing

‘Which press the walks of life along,

and

that resisted

rocks

on

their strength

alive

of architecture, it appeared evident that
the young must have perished from cold
for that,” ‘and hunger before any single pair could

every blow. Is it any wonder, then,
a second time died out, and
t bat hope
terror and confusion reigned? »
-8de«Ft0uld play lots better in old clothes.
Bat our little hero was still undismay- You ought to see Seth play; he just
ed, and although there was no reason— pitches in,—rumblety-tumblety. He can
for.they had; weard nota; ‘gound—to hope turn the jolliest sumersaults that ever I
for any lielp from the surface, yet some- saw. I've see him turn ‘em, one after
thing said to Matthew, *{Keep up, young another, all the way from the top to the

Some mystic fate to it is givew;
And through its base, of little worth,

By casting others down to hell.

*Iain't goin’ back on Seth

ones

said Chad, stoutly. “He
t help it. have executed half the job.
His mother’s the one to haul over the
“ONLY FIVE MINUTES.”
coals for that. Any way, I'd like to wear
“You've
been stopping on the way
dirty clothes myself sometimes, ‘stead of
being kept all the time starched and iron- again, Tom,” said a poor widow {o her

boring mines, while many were spending

The steps of others ills and woe.

of his

you
stop

to ery or scold, something might be done.

Of all the idle dreams we dream,

- Out

angy,

said:

«If
will all work as you ought, and not

‘While on life’s fair, illusive stream

. bert Goffin.

this took
. heart

and turning to the men,

BY J. W.BARKER.
B.

Family

iron bend Just the way it's wanted to.
It’s better 'n firescrackers, and rockets ;
makes a fellow feel like giving three
cheers and a tiger. And a blacksmith
works with horses. My sakes! I just
wish I could be a blacksmith, Say, may
I go, mother P"
Chad was teasing to go and play with
Seth."
* Why, Chad, I should think you ’d
feel mortified to be séen with Seth. His
clothes are dirty and sometimes ragged,”
the mother said.

and all our shouts and cries bring us no
| deliverance,”
Poor Geffin
was ecrwhole. His

é
©

frequent jour-

neys upon her native soil, thus iia a per-

sonal gequaintance with those

different phases

‘of German life she describes 80 well.
sessed of ample, means, and
nd leisure,

Pose

every av-

enue of caliure lies open A this favored lady.
11 the usual strug-.8he has won her, way W

Bles whigh attend apthorsbip, | The, best years.
of life ave still before har. May. that fresh and

¥ikorous ralent,to which
we. already owe, §0-

years.—.

much,

of

r still faicer fruitage in the’ coming
eipsic Gartenlaube.

yo

THINGS TO REMEMBER.
wild

emotion

strike

the

1, ere long

—Longfellow,
-

- From the lowest depth there is a path to the

a half?

loftiest highte Gury .
i
If individualy
have no virtues, ‘theFi¥ices

expt;

expression

y

feature.
fpr hn ofOf los

e

Fimon on
The mb:

to yourself; to huse

to others.—Be
bog
d sat

piness land

ory

Henry

hoe
SB
gz of all bap-

Sach

happiness

of

othersemlo BLUYEEd 111 ol
woh A
Halvey, who rarely ' kept ! an’ ‘appoiiitineht,
said in defe or he ‘be -punetuel /i8 to lose

time WAIng,

he other man,” |

“ Thou sha't mot
be found out,” is not one
of God’s commandments, and no man ean ‘be

Sed by trying to keep it~Dr., Leonard
acon.
Aloft, on the throne of Gody and not below,
in the footprints of & trampling
multitude, are
the sacred rules of right, which

can displace
ner.

or

no

lar left to pay for rent and everything else.
Isiit hard timeg, with my family? The
children must have shoes, or they will be
hooted at ia the street when they go to
the hia school. . America is indeed

Sum-

He that sympathizes in all the happiness of
thers
. enjoys the rin
a

eed

the ho

ed

by.all

mercial.

a dol-

kind. '$hé

the oily

of others has ‘perhaps attained the soundest

to

‘This

is better than to

is the very
us to it in a

acme of: virtue.
day; Philosophy

* only conduets
to it by a lengthened
ery or death,
ine,
‘We have no right, for the sake

life, mis-

of mere

wear, I ought to send

for

munity,

J. B. T. Marsh.

INSURRECTION OF HUNGER.
Oo Monday, Oct. 1, the Rev. Joseph

Cook gave the first of his lectures for the

earn

diser :
$e
;
In the year 1877, America has seen her
first, but probably not her last, insurrec-

Jabor

has: at

least occasiqpally not had enough to eat,

and therefore a thin flame of fire burst
cut of the hitherto rarely ruptured social
“soi! on a ling extending from Baltimore
Jus,

"

waver- |

ing, but intense radiance ‘rose from
fruitful, a’ largely unoccupied; and

a
a

monumentally unoppressed country. Our

cities gather to. themselves.

i

the roughs and the sneaks
them contain
organized

z

communists;a
cau,

I know

but

nively

cents,

and
I work.

:

but

Mi ssippi,
of them

ther

nest

ly.

.

100 y

}

wely,and we foandthatsuch
a family cold
| not very well live through
a year,respect-

ably, in our climate and aecording to the

standard of the working-men of Awerica,

if the father is their only support and is
| paid: less than ten or twelve dollarsa
week, The low paid laborer often has

wages that are

but, as

the or

)
do

not know that Thomas Scott did ; however, 1 think he is paid a large salary
not
for his knowledgeof legitimate raiiroadof illegitimate
ing, but for his knowledge
railroading.
No
railway deserves
lo succeed whose managers
would

tremble

¢d inside

if

out

their

and

American people,

ledgers were

read

by

tarn-

the whole

Here, for instance,are

John

Bright

used

to say,

than twice the costof the unprepared food
for his family, he is on staivaiion Wages.
®

OONOERNING
Wasps sting
quito, one of

BITES AND STINGS.

‘of managers owns np rajl-

aside, for a time, to their own uses, a yory

large part of the profits of both these

rail--

way companies, They have not a%vheel,
they have not a track, of their own; but
they putinto théir pockets a lion's share

of the proceeds of the companies in which

ed Christ until a short:

tho aFofirm
son’ cals
Thee dest
. ridg
ngof upon
is pow
Kli

hkeepei

founda-

tion one, hundred and ten feet below high
d
water; mark,.an

the conerete, to support

large force of men is at. work, and granite abutments -on' two caissons willbe
built twenty feet above high-water mark
before ice appears.

“ @®bituads,

The

best method is to make application of the

old ladies’ text of Scriptare:
bear it.

There

are other

which mien are liable, from
seems to

be

no

escape,

Giin and

annoyances tu

Which

which

there

dare

too

contemptible to make much fuss about,
and yet big enough to cause irritation,
if we pay attention to them. It is perhaps unnecessary to particularize them,
Most persons can make the application

before

he

PARTICULAR NOTICE!
Persons wishing
obituaries published in the Morning Star,
who do not patronize it, must sccompdny
them

with cash equal to ten cents

insure an
important,
can

well

inserdon.
Not more
be

afforded to any. single obituary.

=~

!

Mgrs. Bersky E. FAVOR died in Raymond,

N. H., Aug. 29, aged 82 years and

[1

months.

She was a native of Weare, in which: town
was ber home through life, excepting
portions

of the last four years,
her son, Hiram
+

.

Christ,

when she resided. with
Favor, in -Raymond.

and was baptized by Eid. H. D. Buz-

Her brother, Moses

K. George,
. now

of

‘the Manchester Pine St. church, was baptized
at the same time. During the fifty-four ‘years

ciates.
ere were times during her active
career when, like an angel of mercy, she labor-

ed andared for the Yenefit of ‘others.

Her

husband, the late John Favor, of Weare, was
very infirm in the last years of bis. life. Also
his mother, who lived to the age of 100 years
and 9 months... For the comfort of these she

She was a good

member her with grateful affection,
:
t
JOSEPH FULLONTON.
GIMMIE F., only son of Bro. Dennis M,

Bister Abbie Savage, died in Boston,

his nge.

A

gil

ADVERTISEMENTS.

FINE CARDS with

olders
; and, of course, if stockhold-

ers suffer, working-men must.
Mines and factories and railways are
likely to be heard of ‘in ‘the maturity of

Our

experience

insult er in-

us, he mily know that we do him the distinguished honor to regard him as such

by. pitching back. One of. the’ most naive
Jim Lane ever did was
the American republie, not as loud ly, but, things that
to profess to go to the U.S. Senate so
perhaps, as pointedly,
as

the

cotton-field

he might, as an equal, hav the privilege of fighting Douglas.
He was
something like the neted pugilist who
classic much of the literature of the con- was consoled at the necessity of dyin
flict between labor and capital, this New in be fac; tha be could find Samson, i]
and Young World does not act unwisely a fly or musquito bite or stipg ‘ns, we pa
In turning attention, with all the power as ite attention ‘Wiiasaoseible. i)
thus get over it soovest. If a skunk per.
of
American
conscientiousness and
us, we change our clothes as soon
shrewdness, upon the inquiry, What are a8fumes
possible and say nothing about it
comfortable wages, and how ‘cal they be
Paid? Is it pessivle to amrive at a defini- This is our way of getting along. —Ev| angel.
Nou
of starvation wages?
0:
d * Suppose . that 'a” fa’ were to put for-

and the rice-swamp were in its infancy.
As the Old World has had peril enough
from industrial questions to already make

5)
oy 13cts.
Conn.

Sept. 17, in the twelfth year

of

Little Gimmie was a child of pnusual

his
the
de-

Ward ‘the ‘proposition. that anything less

Pur swios ihereost of ‘the uncooked food
ora family containing several. small chil:
i Is starvation wages to- the. unassisted
thersof; that family, would . you think
8

y

LUN

The city of Syracuse, Sicily, Which

once gootained more than a wilhon of inhabitants, has dwindled: into’ a town ‘of

word spoken might have been a fitting rebuke

to many an older and. more cureless hearer.
He was a praying boy, and died : trusting in
Jesus,
A few days hefore he died, and just

before he lost the power of speech, noticing
the fatigued and care<worn looks of his moth-

er, looking up into her face, tenderly,

i=.

** Motn-

er, I don’t need you any longer, God is with
me ;” and thus he passed away to rest in the
Armes of Jesus.
J. RAND,

Kopp, Kte, with name

CLINTON B

S., Giintonvile,
z

d Maine.

1y49
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> pack.
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a weekin your own town. Terms and t
Ay utfit free, H. HALLETT & Co., Po! jnd

0;
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adi
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a

Agents wanted

united with the Holderness & Center Harbor
church, of which she remained a worthy
ember until death,
She was an active
ber

Sav-

iour before the world, and he verified his
promise unto her that he would be with her
alway, ‘even.
himpell unto

unto
“her

the
in

Hillsdale.

COLLEGE

cusd

Mich.

$1

0’ thisin as thoro

Maine.

bes

dd

A, HOWE.
Sec.

as possible. Exbh a'manner
a catalogue.
. SeéndAf
or
A. M.JONES, Sec.

mode:
Me.

or further particulars, address

‘At Hill, N. H,, or Rev. A. M.

‘Center, Vt.

-

the

end. He manifested
an
especial manner

throughout her long nnd distressing illness.

She "bad been called from a Ghristian; home
and from loving friends who will Soeply
molirn her departure, but their loss is her
ain. Hers the joy, thers the pain, °

nel,

at
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college year
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utation for ihe thorough manner in which
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Treatise

;

contains a brief statement of, the doctrines
held by
the denomination,
and our genera’
usages in chureh-building. It1s published by aufhotiy of the General Conference. '25cents; postage, 1 cent.
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The Book of Worship
only a few copies lefl.

postage, 10 cents.

All gilt: edge;
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The Memorials of the Free Baptisls

So the rise and Progress
this
body of
Christiansin New York, tilf the
time of their umion with the Freewill Baptists. $1.00.
/

he Fistory of the Weoowill Baptists
covers the first half eentury

of ourexistence,
from 1780 to 1830. "It describes with
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e early
events
of our
denomination!
history. 76 ceuts; postage,
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;
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$1.60 postage, I2 cents.
Butler's

Commentary

he

. by the same author,—Prof. J, J. Butler, con.
tains two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the
other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians.
It is an
excellent. help tor Sabbath schools and family
reading. $1.00 ; postage, 12 cents.
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the names of all Freewill Baptist churches, arranged iif’ tneir appropriate Quarterland
y Yeari
meetings, with their statistics; the names of
al
ministers and their post-office ad
oun
of our beneyolent societies, an
literary institutions. obituaries of deceas
a
Price, 10 ‘centsa’ copy;
isters ,&c., &o.
dozen; $7a hundred. Postage,;2 ceats per capy.

The

Biographies of
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DAVID
RKS, WILLIAM BURR and Danie
Jackson are extensively read By their frisnds
and several copies are still on hand.
Marks,

sola

=

81,00,

Burr,
own.
05
Jackson,
'==
cb
FLectures
.ON THE TRUTH OF THE
lent book for all who would
tures.” Twenty-two lectures
portant points of Bible

stady

post, 10 cents.
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n
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‘
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BIBLE; an excel
search tke Scrip
on the most im
$1.00;

postage, 3

Tracts

NORTH SCITUATE, R. I.
This Institution furnishes College Freparatory,
English and Scientific, and Laaies’
ollegiate
course of study.
For further particulars address the Principal, at
North Scituate, R. I,
July 11, 1876.
i

WATERS? nt great BARGAINS for
y or INSTALLMENTS.
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B30 nny 10 ors B90 and $1
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IST, and CHORAL
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for

Vacation nine weeks,
Fall term begins Monday, Aug. 26, 1878.
Send for Catalogue and circular to
:
Rev. A. B.”MESERVEY, PH. D., Principal.
New Hampton, N.H., July 26,1877.
:
:
»
=
IKE SEMINARY .—Pike, Wyoming Co.,
New York.
.
:
This School was never in better condition for do:
ing thorough work in Academic Instruction. No
primary instruction,
With three carefully ’ ar
ranged courses ot study.
The Classical, Seminary and English Course. For full catalogue, address the Principal,
RVING B, SMITH.

Buffalo, N,Ye
[]

:

EI til

Publications.

four months

ota.

INSTITUTION.

courses

closes

Re dUATEREY SFSUOLE
LO

Address

papers, printed alternate

i

INSTI

Vacation two Weeks.
Winter term begins Monday, Nov. 12,
“
closes Friday, Jan. 18,
Vacation one Week,
Spring term begins Monday,
Jan, 2%,
ii
closes Thursday, une 20,
Noe
Vacation one Week. ~
Summer term’ begins Monday, April 5,

SABBATH-SCHOOL BELL.

An

Catalogue.

same size, but the LITTLE

superior

sively aed)

TUTE—~WILTON, MUSCATINE CO.

Fall term hegins

MUSIC BOOKS

aid

r

Sabbath-school

sthan

Principal,

Augir, or A. 0. Mudge, Secretary.
ilion Junction Iowa.

and all Skin Diseases. New Specific! $1 a bottle.

Stock

Sen

Star.

WONDERFUL

For par iculars address the Principal, Ozro G.

cures Pimples,
Blackheads, Rin
worm, Baldnens. Scall-Head, Harbors

Diving

iy

Both papers are of the

The

TOWA,
’ 3Jock al JTranbeinulits for the coming
year.
i
ier Term egins Dec. 4, 1877, Sine Term
are
.

i

LESS 'T1kaAN Cosi.

itil

3

will beat the rate of $8.00 per hundr
ment in advance. Sample copies sent fr
I'he Psalmody:
|
h

of

Freeman, Waterbury

RIAL

LTON-COLLEGEATE

W

E 4 €0. Aug,

SUNDAY -SGHOOL

$s

Sample copies sent tree.

YNDON
LITERARY
INSTITUTE.
J. 8. BROWN, A. M., Principal, with
Sompetent Assistants. Fall term begins August
28,1877; Winter term begins Dec. 4, 1877; Sprin
term begins March 12,1878. A first class school.
Three complete: ‘courses of stady,—Collegiate
Scientific, Ladies’, English and Classical. Sen
for catalogue. Addres
Ww. SANBORN, Bec’y & Treas
+ Londonville, Vi.

uth
8

»
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v

allowed on money sent.

!
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eceipt
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TAR is for an older class of readers than the
MYRTLE.
‘Terms : single copy, each, «
385 cents
Packages of ten or more to one ad-,
i
{
dress, each, «
25 cents.
Payment always in advance, and no commission

| Fingnseaare moderate.

selling

Cironlar Free. Address, Dr.E.C. ABBEY,

RL

religious paper of eight page:

weeks, on

THEOLOGICAL

terms of ten weeks each.
A
The Commercial College opens with the fall
term. Cheapest and best of any in New. England

i

’

We

LA

Chicago, but all communications,
save for the
Wesiern Department, should be addressed to Dover,
N. H.
:
Terms per year =
ive
$3.00
‘
Inadvapce,
.
=
4
[a
LR
Special offers, strietly in advance,
with no commission paid:
One old and one new subscriber,
«$4.50
Clubs of six or more, one-third new sub- scribers, each
- $2.00
Postage is paid by the publisher.
The Little Star and Myrtle

BERD.

. ADELLE L. BALDWIN, Associate.
With competent assistants.
Three terms
twelve weeks each.
CALENDER.
Fall Term
begins Se
ber4, 1877,
Sone ; MRIs September dy 4, 1877,

,

iduy at Bole, Japon yanted,
and b
Te 9
;

'

is a large

n Aug. 28,

"NICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.—The
spec-

éverywhere.

parts and tarps

a

H. R. Green.A. aloe.
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\, jal work of the smuol is fo prepare the
1
, and grey effor
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for. coll
made. to

’

28, 1876, agad 23 years and H-months.
Sister
Cox was converted at the age of thirteen, and

confess

1
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double their money
i
Chase’s Im roved
AGENTS Book.”
Address Dr.
ing House, Aun Arbor, Mich.

18

;

W. C. DURGIN, President,

Fullonton, D.D., Lewiston,

NEW
DON

UV

fifty-second
volume.
It is able, literary
gressive.
The
publication offices are

A¥~ For further information address the
President, Q. B. Cheney, D. D., or Professor John

Blleipmisps drm Seavis

Miss CARRIE X., daughter of Caleb and
Caroline Cox, died in Holderness, N. H., Oct.

foot tel © or fourteen thousand peosage
‘ple.
:
od
bso

!

of the class,he won the affection of both teach-

to

Dv

SCHOOL.

our great

$5 to $208 ames, Te
Sl—

Itch,

and

Damask

te:

Freewill Baptist

Spring’ §11 begins March 5, 1878.

.

CUTAVACO!

Charles-

His miud was mature, beyond
promise.
years, ‘He was a regular attendant at
Sabbath-school, where, by his consistent

hrisiian, always rendy

.'

BALES

84

a good deal in accordance with its
- announce that there 1s nothing left for (he jury
source. If a peer and equal pitches into
stockh

themselves,

For Saislogue address,

Aas

3000 pom * Turkey and Yor,
in the East.”
‘Takihg like prairi e fire. - $1 outfi’ free )
a
y
HUNT & CO., Rockland, Mass,
Fine Cards,

n

are
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MOUNTAIN SEMINARY,—
UX WATERBURY CENTER, VT.
©" LIZZtE COLLEY, Principal.
=

name, 20 cents.

Agents wantad instant

:

or

or |

The Morning

for commer-

The Fall Term for, 1877 will o
For circular address the Sec

|

PRICE LIST, which is ns follows:
]
SONGS
OF GRACE
AND cLORY
paper covers 25cts. half price 12 Cenis.,
Jonrds 30cts., net 13cts.
ECHOES FROM

for

has taught us to treat even

Scholarship

of

are
P yenses
Lewiston,

R.E. FORAOSON, Aionts. Ohio.

[

A ad
oh

ACADEMY. ols A
soientific schools

every way su¢ “Price $2.00.
Be not deAgents send for’ circular

Principal.

IDGEVILLE COLLEGE.

Hd

=

portmeut and strict attention to the exercises

on board one car and turn this off upon a

side track, and when the train of their enlerprise reaches the station further on they

sem

OM,
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er and class-mates, He was also. regular in
his attendance at the preaching services of the
church, when his earnest attention to the

profits

1877.

Der Gocheco Bank, Dover, N. H.

moth:

efr,and her two surviviug children will ever re-

tewn District,

tor

AMBROSE KELSEY

COUNSELLOR AT LAW. |

of her Christian life, she gave good evidence
that her hope in the Saviour was genuine and

lubered unweariedly.

ri

we tpgdey

OREAD INSTITUTE Fc Se

cial corse, unlimited time, $30.
lusic $12 and
Painting $12 a term, Fall term begins Sept. 5th,

CALVIN SANDERS,

When about twenty-eight Fours of age she
made a.public profession of saving. faith io

=ell.

wi

1

with a complete board of assistants. .
|: For farther particulars address the Principal, or
‘B: Tasker, Secretary.
| _ Northwood Ridge, N. H.. July 27, 1877.

finhg
atch Free to
ULTER & Co., Chicago.

aline,.to

Brevity is specially
than a single square

Verses are inadmissible,

|"
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WATCHES. Cheapest

etion of course.

40 t8 75 cents a week.

¥ib...He was, a. childof bright Rolls
[2

3

Tucsday, Aug, 3b, 187, okn commending
P. R. CLASON, A. B,, Principal,

HuisvaLe
COLLEGE.—-Michigan.
Collegiate, Scientific,
Theological, Commercial, Preparatory, Music and Art Depart.
ments.
Elective studies.
Admits both sexes.
Best of religious influences.
Thorough and
cheap.
Finest College buildings in the north.
west. Tuition, incidental and -library fees only
| $15 a year. Board $2 to $2,25 a week. Room,

was of short guration, One morning be was
Playing with
‘his brother and’ sister, the next,
at 8 o'clock; was lying cold and still in his! lit-

of life

They place

upon

35

ently he did not realize his. suffering, which

Lad

A

Intor-

_ W., Lebanon, Me. Jan.13,

QTATE
NORMAL
SCHOOL--at PLYMOUTH, N.H. Fall Term begins Sept. 12.
Tuition remtited

DAVID LEROY
son,of C. ‘F. and Mary L.
Osborn, died Sept. 16, aged 2 years and.9
months.
His
disease was congestive fever,
which acted first upon his brain so that appar-

A 83
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P

Av My President po

NORTHWOOD SEMINARY —Noxsihy
~Wwoop, N.H.

Gonentronal,

died.

Increase o our ORGAN
PLANO 'I'RADE,
| we have
ecided to give
@p publishing Swirday=
School JunicsBosk and will sell our entire

they have a majority,

:

AVID L. EDGERLY.

manyHOLS
mourn4 (heir
loss, ~
LEO d 0 (108)

For

to

Rev. W, COLEGROVE,

'Bpring Termof 11 weeks begins Feb. 20. 1877.
Summer *
10.1210) 60S MRY Si Tyiied)
For particulars,
88 the vinolpal on I’
u HaX. 8) Seo, Trustees.)

taple Goods to dealers. No peddling.
paid. Permanent emplo
meut. address 8, A. GRANT & co,
2, 4, 6 & 8 Home St. Cinclunati 0.

their

always maintained a pure, quiet, consistent
eeble in healgh for
Christian’ character,
some years,she was seldom permitted to meet,
with Christians for worship, hut we trust that
* beyond the river” she has already met in.

hd

WIL:

GEO. FCHACE, A.M, Princip. os

Salary. Salesmen wanted to sell our

was the last of the family “in town. Sue induiged a hope in Christ ‘many years ago, and

50

one of the most anmoyingof all human she seemed to be all days. Hence. .on' her
could rely. Kind, gentle, faithful and
pests. He makes a big fuss
and most others
in all the relations of life; ‘she was
disagreeable musie, His bite, however, beldectionate
in high
estitoationi by relatives: and asso-

We know of 1p relief from them.

GOLD PLA

$3: the known wari
Agents, Address,

MRgs. HANNAH, wife of Bro. Eben Sawyer,
died in Buxton, Be., Sept. 14, aged 80 years.
She was the daughter, of Dea. Wm. Leavitt,
one of the early F', Baptists of Buxton, and

Pid LH
wl

m, send for dl

Lyna
s
business

439

ABIGAIL, wife of Daniel Canney, died in
Farmington, N. H., Sept. 22, aged 82 years

!

fh

1
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f

30,

peculiar advantages.

F. STOCKMAN,
Boud Stree, New Tork,
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and 6 months.
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YLORC0., WEST YeR INIA
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The full HISTORY of THE WONDERFUL CARKEROf

Alton, Sept. 17,
He had neglect-

time

\

EST VIRGINIA COLLEGE, Him.
INGTON,TA

Ye
arihls

|-*

He mourned the neglect and cried for mercy
uid the last. Oh,that others may take warn-

‘

and flies bite. The mns- a glorious reality. She was remarkable for a
the most insignificant, is quiet, uniform life, What she was one day

two railway companies, each containing a
dozen men. A majorityin each compan ‘is not at all dangerous, mor even wvery
‘discomforting, nuless we
persist in rubsecretly arrive at an understanding wit
each other. They form in fact, though bing and irciiating the bilten places,
These are .a few of the annoyances to
Tot in name, a third company.
That which the human family are subject.
third collection

rqads, but it has a majority in two comapies that do own, perhaps, competing
ines. By making a ving, they can turn

‘WOODBURY CATE died in
aged 26 years and 6 months.

of Fraoce, 80,676,948 were

‘The

pation lives in the cottage.” I undertake to maintain here in Boston, where
heresies are popular, the astounding
proposition that if the unasisted father of
) family of ‘three children, who can-not
abor Jemuterstively: is
paid ‘no more

to

‘

Me

ha

5k

Sept. 10.

retiring disposi-

friends

Whitestown,

VW

ud

Todor,

ie
«10 J. 8, GARDNER,

Founded
N.E.
Seminarics.,

Com.

and

Terms

logue.

| Rev.

avioar
who'had gone before hdr, where God heals
tion is that from the rural districts fo the (lisegses und wipes away all tears. J, M.B. all’

less than $600 a year.

Your Massachusetts Bureau of Labor in
1875
published a large collection of ‘details from the life of families. in this
Commonwealth, and asserted that ‘the
fact stands out plainly that the recipient
of a yourly wage of less than
$600
must get in debt” (Pub, Doe. No. 81,
1775, p. 380.) I know how high wages
often are in the ranks of skilled labor;

and

As

woman.

:

Dther relatives
088.

born within . the regis 2) ion _ districts. |
Almost the whole of the eXisting migra-

;

bn the sislag, sa ln tho ew. ™

F.

HANNAH, widow of Deacon Richard Roberts,
formerly of Alton, died in Alton, N. H., Sept.
7, aged86 years and 2 months. She leaves
three sons and one daughter, besides many

Sisttars at byierding-honsés, 10,000, Total,

Aloaarc
and dhe ober hel areoh supand
of five, in whieh childfen

led competi

ter.

in the

census it was found that of the total of
36,102,921 individuals constituting the

towns.

2Uert metalisanal, SUBOW

Jor-

she experieuced:- religion
modest

in ‘the state,

17)

OUR PATENTED TRADE-MARK,

+

\ A J HITESTOWN
SEMINARY, ~~ Fall
‘erm 0,
Aug.
27,
a)
opens Dec. 10. Baring orm Masch pe ;
Term
The Institution is one.of the
d best

Pi

George Lane,
T. Leavitt, of

of a true

ation idiress the Principal.

Center Strafford. July 21, 1877,
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of

A.D.

of Mr,

filled the place

life

naturally of a

toe that, boatmen, $,000 ; visitors ut hotels, 10,000 ;

)

F

tion, she gathered around her many warm
friends, who will long remember her for her
many virtues, and who to-day mourn their
loss as though they themselves had lost a 'sis-

‘Few Frenchmen emigrate. At the last

population

TA HAMS

united with the F, B. church of Hampton, and
ever after lived an example of piety. Although

for her wedding, too. Oh dear me, what
is to be done?” ‘ Let her go right’ on
with the. wedding, madam, by all means.
If anything can open her eyes, marriage
will.™
en

vO

| fami

it that unp

more nobly

Early in

The transient or floating population: of
have sometimes heen retained in: place
at a tem
loss to their employers. New York city on any one da is estimat‘But
:
temporarily
‘and demand are the: Jaw of ed asfollows: ‘Immigrants,
: ‘the dull, staying in the city, 5,000; seamen and

Nn

- grind the Ani

shrubberies in order

wife

Pree tuition to students who have the minis:
Wo full courses, English and Classical.
For farther fntrm

nd

| MONE GENDINE UNLESS DEARING

and

Hampton, , H., died at her residence in
Charlestown, Mass., Sept. 14, aged 42 years.
Seldom does the world ‘part with one who

“ Doctor, my daughter seems to be going blind, and she’s just getiing ready

Undoubtedly there are
rations
that, have paid as wages mote
n.; they
have . received.as
orkingmen

€

pay its

the trees and

tbat one great ob-

in 1832,

waves

and daughter of the late Amos

my

td Teg,

r - cent,

MRS. LAVINA,

meet.

six days in the week, I waitto get my
children a few school-books. Tought to
takea newspaper. There mast be now
and then a doctor's bill paid. | I must
bave alittle coal in the winter; and it
is not possible for .ndé to buy it as the
millionaire does, in ‘great quantities;
I must buy it by the basket, and my
wood in little pareels; and it is: hard
(times. I have just’ been dropped from
employment.
There is often not much
for me to do. I can not always find work

sseason in Tremont Temple, preluding
“his lecture by the following remarks on
current events. We clip from the 4dver-

Low-paid

The tconomical baby puts its toes 1n its
mouth
in order to make both ends

ject of the church is to diffuse copscien- Tuileries garden of Paris.
He asked at dinner if she was fond of
tioNsness, in order that property may be
She
replied, very, but the
safgly diffused. I ought to be, with my ethnology.
thren
. of the laboring class, in God's physician forbade all fruit but oranges.
house every Sabbath day, and I ought to LA serious decline in farm rentals in
be there with my children. But I must England has taken place, innumerable
pay five collars a week for the food of landlords have had farms thrown back on
my family, and I earn but-a tollar a day their bands, and the prospect for the futor a liitle more. Some of my: brethren wre is very unpromising.

leisure and

culture which the invention of the sewing mas,
chive offered them.
For every stitch it saved,
fashion has added ten 10 the family sewing.—

tion of hunger.

and

childhood.

until her death.

trust she has safely passed the
dan.

wife to church ; worker in America: is the thermometer,
Lam not to be which seems never to get tired.— N. Y.
excnsed for
ping away, because ‘it Herald.
would be better for me’ if’ conscientiousIt costs $400,000 per annum to keep.
ness were diffused throughout the com-

employed in increasing the culture and conveniences of life, It is a trite remark, but As
true and sad as trite, that women have utterly

religion

a member of the. same

has given to each needy blind person the

be able to put shoes

I ought to go. Rysell; and

dis-

play, and often a vulgar display at that, to absorb the productive industry that ought to be

thrown away the advantages

York

3

control it,
Religion leads

of New

She experienced

Sig!

« Eimant yARe)

tions to the 46h Ossipee church she remained

The average destruction of lite in Great
my wife is a little ill. But
I must send
my children to school, or I drop to a Britain from drowning mow reaches over
lower social scale, My children ought to 4200 per annum.
go to church, but Shey ‘have nothing to
A Philadelphian says that the hardest

Lytton.

To put up, ith the world

years theci

early

was baptized by Eider Daniel Jackson in 1833,
and united with the first F'. B, church in: Ossj‘ee, but having subsequently removed her re-

on the feet of ‘my children; and yet 1 sum of $50 yearly.

can not always put coals on their backs,
to cultivale A
in lier or
our feel
nor even ean I have jgEdgatioo for my
‘babes at times, for I.
{but adollar
Ef
things of x
honoe mir maint ort wally
1]
Yours
e fur, the difficult, the unseen.— a day, and they can eafu nothing andy
Bulwer

hér.

What light could not possibly be seen
in a dark room? Why, an [srae-lite.
‘For many

in

pi

J

il

A mother to the motherless is the true idea of
mother. Five sisters and a brother surylve

PARAGRAPHS.

opens the school to the poor;

but I ought

- wisdom,—Colton.
dich
Go
Philosophers
did
wisely when
they told: us

committedto her charge

wo
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Rooms for seit bodrding and
ale. families at reasonable rates.boardFallin priTerm
egins Aug. 21, 1877.
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ASKd YOURAgpdGROCER f FOR

ysis du, Cian’ He pan.

Thirteen vy ago oy had’ the
spotted fever, which terminated in’ paralysing

cer who lras displayed
the greatest
'
phick bis, legs and Rast of bis body, and, for seven
ears he bas
thaf cost less than two’ hundred cenisa and discretion ad the commander-in-chief,
been a patient sufferer,
A short
ime before he died he gave
and
give
him
his
head..
In
the
fifth
place,
week, or twen(y-nine cents
a day... You
his heart to Jesus
and
felt
the
blessed
assurance that his sins
would not. But Tam at the head of a inangurate . military, service reform. by Were forgiven,
His last. sickness was very
‘a few quarter- painful, but
family, apd my wife has only health court-martial, and, ba
he
wus
teconciled
to the will of
enough
.to.cook the food. and take care.of masters and ’ commiss a es shot each da
» ahd calmly passed over the river to. meet
before
breakfast.
Tn
the'sixth
place,
put
his
parents
who, had gone before,
the children and the house. She really
I
nl
earns nothing except in actingas’a house- ‘the Bulgarians to hard lubor on the roads, |
.
F.Coopkr.’
‘and
make
them!
work
at’
the
point
of
the
kee
bildren,—
MRs. MARTHA YOUNG, of Wolfeboro’, died
there
)
etd
w I must bayonet... In the seyenth. place, hate ii Sept. 16, aged 80 ‘years and 19 days. Sister
'X. was a faithful mother and Christian. She
dead horses buried or burned,
nt
maintain: five "pe
_¥ood,
certainly,
mother of six children, five of whom are
can not keép.80
d’body together and-peighth plage, Jnake he defilement $f was
still
* She has been a widow for fifteen
springs and streams a capital offense.
n ‘years,living.
since which time she has lived with a |
the ninth place, encourage ge; Cossacks son, who is sadly
stricken at. her death,
Ihe
in ulgaria, but presence an d a ttendance
a week for the uncooked food of my fam- to fino ghter all the dogs
of other children |
dufing
her
together with all their
ily. How much do I earn a day? A dol- not to outrage apd massacre women: and devotion to sickness,
the very last rite, evidenced that
In the tenth place, and all the she bad
lar, without board. ro children can not children.n.
a large place in‘the affections of them
time,
‘‘push
|
things."—Cincinnati
Comearn, anything. IE 1
obtain work ever
all. * 8he had two adopted daughters who were

day, [ have at the end of the week

majorities

overtura.—Charles

In the fourth place, name the offi.

andido hard work ten hours a day on tood

—Junius. .

To Joveis to Be useful

love is to be

I should’ fot like to live rest.

Two?

Oh
him,

USTIN

A

Kansas, Missour! and Towa Improved Farm
First Mortgage Coupon Bonds guaranteed. We
guarantee, as an assurance, that we loan not to
exceed one third of. the actual value. In over
six years’ business never lost a dollar; never
delayed a day on interest or principgl. Send
for particulars and references.
J. B, WATKINS & €0., Lawrence, Kan.,
Or Henry Dickinson, Manager, 248 Broadway

very good at that.
hat could’ you ge In the second place, send, the Czarewitch Wade, died
if 'W fren, June 29, uged 28 years. ' New York.
the bare food for, without any charges for home. In the third place, send Pringe
you
n of promisea,
loved by all ‘who
cooking or rent? Three dollars?
Two and Charles of Roumania at leastto Buchanew

No excellent soul is exempt from a mixture

may be of nse 10 ug.

10 PER CENT NET.

from his childhood. He was an honest, upright man, a tender husband, kind
father and a good citizen. He never made any
open profession of religion, but was always
favorable to the cause.
About five years ago
he had a shock of paralysis. which eonfined
him to the houge. His last siekness was very
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